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It’s 11 FK, Friday, 29 September, 1961, and time for me to start
worrying about my mime for this quarters
J xX wonder, does any fan (who isn’t a neo) have the1 time to do
everything he wants to3 fanwise, and-keep up with the reading he wants
to do too? Most letters I get start off with an opology for the late®ness and shortness of the replys and complain about a lack of time to
do better* A number of my letters3 and APAzlnes, started off on the
same note untill I realised that this must b© as boring । as hell to ev«
erybody concerned who reads it, and the space (and T«r^*E!) could be
put to much better use by just getting down to business* Most fen
realize you are busy simply because they themselves are, and they ou^ht
to realize that the letter/fanzine they receive is the best that I Can
do under the circumstances* Ya know,. there is one fan down south who
wastes more than 50% of the wc^dage of his letters opologizing for his
lack of time! For a person like him it might do to us® ia letter®subst
itute
he could print up his apology in the time it would take to
write 4 or 5S and since he is presumable writing more than 4 or 5 latte
he could use the time saved for lengthier messages or other vital pr-O
j GO 19 *
I finished up my Job at NAbA 5 weeks ago today and so lo^3hb
fringe benefits of 2 electric typers3 all my own, in my office^ Vdt a
time I had only the Underwood Raphael which I3d used for my last'W2$*
zine, but then I added an IBM with an elit© typeface to Imy collectleni
(This was.a ”90lentific“ typewrit^ with an unorthodox keyboard which
the secretaries dldnlt like, so it Ws very rarely used and they had no
objections to my taking its) Then NASA got in an IBM Executive with a
14 Point."Directory” typeface, so I took that and gave back the Raphael
I liked the 14 point typeface very much, but that machine just pan* t
cut stencils or even good Ditto masters
I suppose the typeface is
Just too large* Ya know, I think
if they had a multilith nn th®
premesls (in stead of sending the work out to be done) Il would have
quit school and stayed ona I mean. Ilk® what more can ypu want? (The
Exec cut good multi masters, too,)
Last time I mentioned the presence, among the students working
thero for the summer, of fan Mark Waisted and fringe®fan Steve Marin*
As some of you might have seen in Axe, Andy Young was around for a day
to give a .lecture on some researoh”he did," Turns out one of the non®”
scientific people there had once met Ruth Berman* His name is Arthur
•^evine and he is rather active in the Baker street Irregulars, and it
is at a meeting here in NY that he met here* He doesn’t read stef but
day we were discussing the parallels of our fandoms during lunch and I
was.-trying to .explain some of the ®Pr® sercon fmz to him* At the same

table was sitting Dr. AI®,. .
Cameron3 the Number ^g Man at the
Institute for- Spase studies, lie commentedyesa he knew about these
fansines* In the late 8AOs he had been a subscriber cf Fantasy Comment
tator6 Fantasy ^itaes* and a few others* I later asked him whether he
read any of^the^humerous or other non-sercon fanzines (not wording it
thuslyj of course) but he said that he was only interested in them for
what he could learn of sf from them# Further questioning revealed that,
he had attended several uorldcons (and perhaps regional^ — I donf;t re^
member) and a very few local olub meetings* He said he never was near
a local olub so had attended only when traveling* I never got around to
asking him whether he was still interested in stf and whether he still
had his fanzine collection (assuming he kept the things after reading
them)* But when we first spoke of these things in the cafeteria 1 did
drop the hint that I had often heard of the Fantasy Commentator.and was
most interested in seeing some copies
and got’ no response* I did in
tend to try to talk to him once more to find out about his current in
terest or lack thereof in BF and drop further hints about wanting to see
(and with luok, buy) hie fanzine collection® But you just don811 drop
into his office to moerly discuss stf, and xny business just never took
me in to see him® I811 have to see to it that a notice for UFAs 1 day
SF conference in March is sent to him and see what happens* And maybe
1I*
511 get a chance to talk to him when 1 go back there to listen to some
seminar® (The theme of th© LJFAcon will probably be -Contributions of
fandom to SF — both by fen becoming pros and in other ways-, I don’t
think that there will be a uunacon this year — that isg April 1962 —
tho it won’t be settled definitely for a few more months®)
Finally, there was one more person at the iss who I simply must
mention even tho she never was a fan nor read the stuff® Her name is
Lois Gteff^ Can you imagine the time eh© would have explaining that
the name Id for real if eh® were to ever become a fen?
Dr® Cameron is the only person among the senior scientists that I
ever spoke to about fandom$ and him only because he happened to be sit ting at the same table when 1 was talking with someone else® I never
had the nerve to ask any of the others tho 1 did see some rather alrcmstantial evidence that Dr® Jas trow 3 the Humber eno x.an, ^as Interested
in stf® Once I couldn’t find a book 1 needed in the- luB library, so
following standard proceedure 1 got one of the secretaries to let me into
Dr* jastrow’s office to look at his book-cases® fhere 1 saw paperback
copies of Hoyle’s Black Cl pud (Steve Larin, fringe fan and Astronomy
graduate student, tbid"me~ttet many astronomers who don't read stf bou
ght that book because it was by Hoyle and because many of the characters
eminent astronomers) and Marjorie Nicholson’s history of early stf.
Voyages to the Koon(tho this could have been bought because of bin inberest in”the“moon per se and not in stf)®
I found out that Mark was a fan about the 2nd day he was there th..
I origionally Intended to say nothing of stf or fandom to anybody at tie
Uo® He, a 3rd grad student, and I were eating dinner at Columbians ca
feteria when he mentioned that he wanted to visit an artist with whom
he8d corresponded and whose work he greatly admired — Hannes Bok- That
brot up the subject of oF0 and since I knew he came from Beattie before
he started at the university of Maryland a year ago, I asked about the
sameless ones# Yes, he had been a member (and shortly thereafter he and
his mother were mentioned by the Stuped Clod of A Weber in Cry in the
minutes® Now that he is in tho visclnitye he said, he sometimes attends
meetings of the Washington (DC) SFA* But he seemed most unwilling to
talk ©bout the clubs or the fans he had met there «><=» I knew as little a/
little of them as I did before meeting Mark®
I found Mark to be rather strange in several ways — his taste in
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"art” and his conversational hahbits.are caees ini point, I merits
1 oned his admiration for Hannoo Bok «« I coon found tha|t thia vorged on
fanaticism, During the summer he vioited 3ok several times (Bok lives
only some 10 - 15 blocks from where we worked and where mark had a room)
and made a long list of paintings Bob hads and how much he wanted for
them, Zxfter much soul-searching ox* whatnot and telling everybody who
would listen all the gory details he finally chose 2 abbut th© middle of
the bummer* For one he paid ^200 (!) —- it was about 12*’ x 18” and show
ed a woman of rather dark complexion standing in fromt of or sitting on
a low wooden fence (I don’t remember which) ©fit with a largo moor? over
her shoulder and holding a large white lily in her hand, The other* had
only a t)35 price tag on it® and Mark got it by trading a camera he no
longer wanted for it, It was rather small -• about 7 x' 10 — and showad a womanish-bem holding a glass statuette of a woman, It was all in
shades of orang© and black® with a bit of yellow-orange here and there,
Bomehow the pedestal of the statuette toemed to have the wrong perspec
tive, lark said that this on® was a vev'y old painting, and it oortain
ly isn’t in Bok’e usual style, It didn’t have the usual (fox'
of®
foot half way between that of a stained glass window and wooden cut
outs with edges sanded round. When I last saw Mark he was saving up to
buy one last painting for ^100 before riturning to school, (Ho started
at the institute a few weeks after I did and worked on one mor© week af
ter I quit,)
Onoe he- had the pictures he hung th?m over his desk in the office
he shared with 2 other students working 'here for the bummer« Then he
dragged every one of the students
in to see it0 and I wouldn’t be
surprised if he even dragged in
some of the senior personnel, H®
sort of bragged about the things
and th© amount of money he paid
Cor them and came to bo regarded
•as being rather odd — both in hie
artistic “tastes^ (or lack thereof)
'
and the way he will throw money a®
round, I suppose his bragging In
volved a kind of masochism many
(if not most) collectors are prone
to — showing off your collection
to an unsympathetic audience (wheth®
er It consist of 1 or more than 1 person) knowing that you will bo re
garded as odd for your trouble and yet somehow relishing In the acoro
(which need not be expressed).
But this isn’t enough for him® He is ask ng everybody he meets
whether he knows of anybody who own© a Bok pair* Ing, and when he tracks
that person who does down ho wants to see the p Antlng(B) and to buy
them — preferably cheap. He seems to want to collect si complete sot of
every painting Bok ever did® Now I think some (f Bok’s stuff isn’t bad?
not bad at all® but I certainly wasn’t impressed by what .hark bought —
particularly when you consider th© price he paid for it! And this al
most fav?ning desire to accumulate more and more cl< paintings (especial
ly at those prices) is completely beyond my aompr ihonsidn
And then there is the matter of holding a co. vernation with Hark*
or at least trying to. When there would be 4 or L people together® the;?®
would be no difficulty, Like-. Just try and stop h uc For a time he was
trying to get an argument started on one subject o: another every day at
lunch, And when he ran out of topics for argument9 he would tall a tall
tai© (such as on© about a railroad which wandered across Death Valiev '
which he says he first hoard from Bjo„ or one about tow he was robbed
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/// when he had been living in Seattleo Once one of
the senior scientists had given a seminar on
• "neutrino astrcaoa$-,‘*‘*and that day at lunch Mbx&£ X and some four other students 'sound
up sitting with Mri- Wb got into a soot fascinating discussion of neutrinos and theizdetection (aotua31ys he was answering our questions inspired by the seminar) and after
twenty or thirty s^mtes of this fek began to get restless « Several tiroes he tried
to break in with a lead in to one of his tall tales (th© one about theMekete? solid
diamond in Maska) but we Managed to deflect him by asking the scientist more qa^itiox^
But Itek finally got his way® told his etoxy® and added th® one about the fish story
ripiag out a family of Eskimos® This effectively stopped the neutrino conversation
and we all went back upstairs#
On the other hand* if he is in ths company of only one or two people he just sits
there and glares at you.- not saying a word. Often the two of vs went to dimer toget?
er5 for instance^, thd then he usually was most uncoEmmicativec Compared to the above^
this is most strange» Admittedlys thos towards the end of the Sumer he did become a
bit more comnninicative.
He once had a wry large SF collection of which he had to dispose large parts vixen
he moved® Ths rest went into storage® and is still in Seattle. However he has lately
been replacing a number of ids favorite item which had gone. From what I understand,
he had kept most of his magazine collection (including a complete set of Astombing)
and dumped most of his books keeping only some of the very rarest and most :LrreS,acable0
Of the prozines todsy he buy® only Analog and Gal^y and is just about ready to give-. up
on Analogs In facte during the SumerTie read ny copy
o»® ish and decided to not
botBmHSvying it® and thus broke his run of them.
But his greatist love is ^*3word and Sorcery** type adventure fantasy. He's i'ead
Tolkiens Sil'ycrlock. and many others mny times# In fact5 while he wouldn't bother go
ing to seeTSF‘fSe Machine because it was obviously unmitigated trash he goes to and
enjoys Steve “Kseves p£cTuwsI Glyarrrgh^il
He is also a great admired of Heinlein# During ths two or so months since it first
came out he read A Stranger In
A Strange Land at least six times $ maybe mere.
’on We owrSTl worth of ‘the book Wo I admit the
The two of us sort oFWsagroe
good«
first 2/3 or so is quite
Mark Wished is also
quite interested in discussing religions and
people with Asiatic or other exotic origins®
philosophies of life with
strongly against Western formalized and orBut apparently he feels
ganized religions. About a week after he had started work ha had
ari.es for a date and she was quite fluster©
asked one of the secrete
ed® Sha turned him down
on two grounds ““ he was about fifteen
years older than her
(he hedged and wouldn^t tell us when some
of the other students
had asked him# but from 'the evidence of tec
things he’s done hs^s
at least thirty- perhaps even over thirty--•
five) and he isu^t
Jewish while she is. This last greatly upsot him and he was
still fretting over it some six weoks Xa«
ter. One day when I esme down a bit late to lunch X found him spouting off about this
and complaining that the Jew keep to theniselws and don^t want to mix with other poo-
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^erg^oot and friend woro golfing on the strangely constructed Saturn Palo Golf teuro;
stedda'd wite lessen trees when said frisnd lobbed a golf ball into oae of said -v .-3s^
Friend’i->■;-^->Curc^faulted asgainl
How will I over com out pax’ xbr th® cours®?
Zerg^cote-w-Hl ®m shooed,
Bi’itteh
of tete,

Salving this problem Is tbs fundamental concept of eur

you must know of par leson tree proeeadaro#

^ /// pl®, etc. And he went on w cay that toe Jewtr
Catholics, etc, didn’t want to intermarry with
people of other faiths simply because they were afraid of being "exposed7" to different viewpoints, ate realising that their religion(s) were full of hot air, and
eventually leaving their faiths. Since he apparently
had no strong set of beliefs himself (except in a
negitive sort of way) he sensed incapable of under”
standing th® conflicts that would undoubtedly arise
in a mixed family o^er such minor Wings as legislat
ion of tha spouse's church/etc on certain practices.
In particular, I an thinking of Wo prohibition of
Pork for ths Jew and of any meat on certain days to
the Catholic o For one partner to try to hold to it
while the other doesn’t, particularly if We on® who
doesn’t does the cooking, would undoubtedly result
in friction. And if such a minor thing would, what
about basic differences of philosophies of life and
different concepts of We ’’natural law," etc? Any*
way he raved on about this for ovtar an hour.
One mor© thing about Mark Wlstsd which coass
to mind is &n apparent tendency to jump to conclusions aid misinterpret things on 'the
basis of pro-conceived notionso He’d read Heinlein’s granger In A Strange land be--fore I started it — several times, in fact. (It was even my”ccpyTie read*^ I'feiew
I wouldn’t have th® twe to start it for a few more weeks, so I lent it to hi®. He
plowed thru the thing so many times and got his eye-tracks all over it so much that by
when he returned toe thing it was almost ready to fall apart. I was a bit unhappy
rbout this.) Since I read only thirty to ICO pages a night or weekend I would digcuss what I’d read thus far into him as I want along. Wil, about Vs cf the way
thru ths book tots woman helps th® "fertian" escape from a hospital^ takes hia to
too home of a friend where she doesn’t expect the police will look, ©nd gives hia a
bath before disguising him to smuggle him out of toe city. Upon being dunked in wa
ter be goes into a state of shock and passes out simply because he IS a mrtian (by
upbringing, if not birth), water is extreesnly soars® on Mars, and has deep ’’relig®
oua” si^ificano® to ths Martians which toe reader learns of meh later in toe book.
But own this is hinted at at this point. Anyhw, wo were discussing the book and
I said I was up to the point where Smith, th® Martian, went into a state of shock
while being given a bath, y^rk Immedlately pounced on me and accused me of fl aww>c
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’Arold Zarg’oot was the guest of that great extra-terrestrial anthropolc
t, Professor®
Hear, r;ho was examining tho strange culture of toe people of the planet"kt-utbataway’*<,
The people called themselves the Rcedslied,
One day the professor ran to Zerg’oot shouting ’’Something dreadful has hepponadj
My little son has followed one of th® Hoedslisd out onto this vile planet. How will I
ever find him?”
Zerg'oot-:->-M-+Show k® on the map where wo are.
ProfessorM-<-WWe are here
the desert- is to toe East and tee ftoedslied villiag® is
to the West.
Zerg'oot-s-M-^-^Go to th® Roedslted vliliaEe.
(((((later)))))
Professor*^-*! found hiw sitting cumforly in ths house, of a Boedslied. How did you
know?
Zerg‘eoot-5-++-M-It was simplei There are two Earth sayings ^hich lead mo to the solution.
PrefQssor*^->4-Wat are they?
Zerg*oot-5-.,-<-+4-I was hoping you’d ask that. They are
The son sits in toe Meat
and
All Hoedslied tour ’osae.

W ir^W^*tation of what had happened wife
my personal prejudices and jumping to sonclus^
ions. He somehow thot I meant that Smith had. fainted like some Victorian waw because the (to the Martian, non-ejdstant) nudity taboo had been violated^ What Mark
had forgotten 1@ that Smith did pass out — from ehock at being immersed in to him
both rare and religiously significant water„ Since much of the plot hinged on this
incident I wonder just how thuroughS^r he had read that book th® 3 or so times he did
before that conversation0 And then he went on to say that he considered that seen®
erotici Ghood (food, if THE .meer taking of a bath 1® erotic, what the hell did he
think the closing chapters of the book were? And him always talking in a drooling
way about ’’French novels” which h© claims to avidly persue — just how0OOers French
can they be and what sort of a kick do they give him if he reacts that way to this
sceneo And him accusing I® of jumping to conclusionsOOoo
Obe more thing about Mark comes to mind0 As most of you probably saw in Axe a
while back, Andy loung gave a seminar about his work at the ISS one day„ Afterwrds
Mark, Carl Frederick and I talked to him for a while before he flew back to Boston,,
When Mark found out Andy occasionally published fanzines, he immediately began to say
things like ®on’t you think it’s about time you quit wasting your time on such trash
and got down to serious work?® What, isn’t a person to have any outside interests and
is to spend aH of his time on Astrophysics or some such? I don’t se® 4rk giving up
his stef reading in order to fellow his own advice0 I’ll answer with one of Mark’s
favorite expressions,«.. “ Baaah ’11
WL, das 1st mein reaction to iWic Halsted, after working with him for some three
months this Sun^r<> Bus, Dikiii —= you among some other SAPS have gotten to know himo
How does thia stack up with yr or reactions?
Hmm®, after re-reading tie above I have come to have a few reservations about
what I saido It is beginning to look like I have really painted a bad picture of
him* Of cours® it is th® prints which one disagrees si th that stand out most in
©omeboc^y, and it is -these vMch will be noticed and reported0 I certainly have no* thing against him and considered hi® to be a friend this Summer0 But I wonder Six
he will consider ME if and ihen he reads the above,, (Because of his distaste for
fanslnes, I don’t know whether or not I will sand him a copy of this0) Why h® has
even written an article about Stranger in A Strang© Land for w next issue of Foihodeo
Hmm, if 2 paragraphs about fed White in my last N’APAsine inspired a three page let
ter'of commant/rebuttal, I wonder what something like this would inspireI
This Summbr I was dom to Phill twice — first just with Matt Chlupsa and then
with both Matt and Carlo I wanted to attend sample meetings of the PSF& and get a
bit of a look at the citj, a® did Matt and Carlo All three were supposed to gc on
both trip® but a last ®.nute hitch kept Carl from coming the first timea
First time we drove down ©n Friday, Aug H, and hit town about 7„ We had
trouble finding a place :>o park, but the only trouble was that every darn space had to
be vacated by 8 AM Saturday, which meant getting up early the next morningc Angfoow,w®
left it under a railroal bridge at about 12th and Cherry, grabbed dinner at a place
next to the T, ®d went into the Arch Sto I looking for th© ®@®ting0 Exactly as.ptajp
ned w arrived a half lour before the meeting was scheduled to start because we were
more interested in meeting the members than in the program (I mean, like, if we want
that there is ESFA rif.it in Harark) tho I was interested in meeting and hearing Tom
J
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Purdonu However, the hall was
,
, t
looked and nobody was there® A
snort time later Les Sample arrived — he too had com©early in order
to meet the members® About that time the first of the members arrived
with a key to let us in and tho room began to fill up. To my horror,
I"*.™* BOUUlu*—>. and quickly became embroiled with the fi
nal adoption of a new constitution reported out by some committee®
Lat it was adopted rather quickly and with only a few minor changes®
when i had talked the trip over with Hal Lynch and gotten travel
directions from him a few days earlier, he had warned me than after
many years the PSFS had gotten around to doing something about its
obsolete constitution and would be adopting a new one this month and
he hoped it wouldn't be a long and drawn-out affair® However, at the
meeting everyone was ready to adopt it as it stood after the first
reading and it was HaL who kept asking "Are you sure about this point?
Perhaps it Isn’t quite right/' etc, which did result in a few changes®
When I asked him "howcum" after the meeting he said he was on the com=
mittee and wanted to make sure that the thing was discussed despite
the reluctance of the members so that someone couldn’t later accuse the
committee of railroading its version thru®
Other business included an appeal and collection for TAWF by Peggy
HcKnight and a discussion of whether or not to bid for the ’63 Worldcon.
No conclusion was reached2 and it was decided to postpone it untill af=
ter the 2 day Phillconf in November® I suppose that th^e Conference at=
tendance and informal polling of individual attendees would have been
the deciding factors in their final decision® However, Les Sample some
how mis-interpreted the proceedings and wrote Fanac that Phi'Ll decided
not to bid in “63^ Subsequent conversations with. Hal revealed that they
probably won’t make an issue of it and will wait ’till ’66® There might
and there might not have also been a rapid election of officers -=■ I
don81 rem ember,
Then came what everybody was waiting for
Tom Purdom’s talk®(Tom
had just gotten out of the army a week or so before, and I believe this
was his first meeting as a free man®) He spoke for about 20 minutes
on how he got the Ideas for the gimlcks for 3 or 4 of his stories, how
he hunted for and finally found the plots on which to hang them, and
how he wrote the stories® I had my "Midgetape" in my briefcase and
took it down for oossible use in Polhode® It was pretty good, and I
will make a typescript of it Real Soon Now® (I won t Know whether it
reads well, of’course, untill I do make the typescript® If It does., I
will’'“send a carbon to Tom for approval and possible revision — if not®
I’ll scrap it® But first I gotta spend the several hours it will take
to make the
typescript’}
The meeting then broke up and the members were heading to the Horn
& liardart’s next door for coffee cum bull session when Hatt A I excused
ourselves for a few minutes to regester at the Y for the night® When
we arrived I was very disappointed to find that Tom Purdon hid left, as
d about half tho members, for I wanted to talk to him® The session
at the restaurant didn’t last too long and little of interest occured®
When it broke up almost exactly at 11 I was rather disappointed and
sort of wondered about a 20 minute Tom Purdom talk being worth the trip.
Everybody loft except Les Sample and Peggy Ko Knight he was staying over at the same Y as us and she was waiting for the 12? JO train
home. Neither Hatt, Les, no I wanted to call it a night, and we spec
ulated about some fans being at The G-ilded Cage, their usual hangout®
We were considering going there when Matt said he wanted to move the
car first so that he wouldn’t have to get up before 8, so we all walked
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into the old Kero Eatt suggested
that,, since we had nothing ©Is© to do? why didn’t we drive Peggy home?
Investigation yielded the info that it was- about a one hour ride which
we doiodod wasn’t unreasonable, so we were offo
.Peggy and Les dominated the conversation,, I no longer remember
th© order" in which the various things came up (this page is being writ
ten on November 17th, and I will bo leaving for the Philadelphia SOF.
Conference in less than one hour) or even too much of what was said*
Lowover, at one point .Les told of how he wound up in the Anny and thcfriotion that had been between him and his father before enlistingo
Peggy remarked that she looked upon such stories with great wonder and
almost found them hard to believe for she got on so well with her par^
entSe Llatt and I expressed agreement on thise
All the way out Peggy kept making Jokingly insulting remarks to
all of us (I don’t know whether it was duo to my imagination or not,
but more than 1/5 did seem to be directed at me) and then apologizing
for thorn and saying that she didn’t know what had gotten Into her that
nighto I donft know what she was apologizing about, however
I8m
certain that all of us did take them as Jokes®
Mong other things she mentioned that she was interested in coming to some NT
meeting® to ee® what they ware like so I promised to have her put on the ESFA sal ling
list and suggested that she contact some member she knew - such as Bob Silverberg
-- about an invitation to a Lunarian meeting. (At that time I wasn’t yet a member
so I couldn't do anything myself.) She also talked quite a bit about various fen
she knew and her reactions to them. Much of this was obviously DNQ tho I do suspect
that her remarks re a certain giant rodent and TAFF were public. Another thing
which somehow came up was the matter of rebuffing a person ©nd making it clear that
one is rebuffing and not teasing. I have admittedly had very little contact with
the female of the (human?) species and found these opinions and outlook®, expressed
with a (to me) remarkable lack of inhibitions, absolutely fascinating,, t wonder
just how universal or typical they ar®.
Her father returned from someplace Just after we arrived, so w all stood aromd chattering for some 20 minutes before th© 3 of us tock off back for PMliy.
We stopped off for some coffee on th® way and hit town about 2. Since we couldn’t
find a legal parking space close to the I Matt let us off there and took the car to
the Franklin Institute parking lot®
Next day Matt & I tried to locate Les in the I but couldn’t. Someone else
was registered in the room we thot he told us was his, and. nobody with a name like,
hi a was in the I. Now the clerk was sort of hard of hearing and might have mi aim derstood us but he and several others were extreemly cooperative in trying to helf
us. This remained the mystery of the weekend as far as we were concerned.
After breakfast we Mt the stores we were interested in -- Matt the Army Sux’plus and I the book. (Picked up Garson's Pawn of Time for 78^ and a locally publish
ed Finlay portfolio for $2.) One store had a do tea or so fins from about 36-^2 but
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Arold was spending hi® vacation tdth that infamsus plagrboy mWlonaiX’a,
SIU" it.
at his XXfe century hunting lodge in the wilds of Canada. to day Fred was fortimAt©
enough to shoot a magnificent stag and wanted to have it jeered fbj? Iris tropic xnc^.
But instead of just having it staffed and mounted he though t it would ba .dos to
it cremated and only have fee an^rs mounted® That way he could have th© wn of as
displayed on fee fire-place under fee miters® He had no tmMe getting th© antters
hut every crematory in Canada turned him dmm®
In desparation":?© turned to
Zerg^oot^+^+Qi tell mes *feat will. I do nowX*<H~Mh3 pleaded*
Zergbot'>H^>Send it to ABericao»cfeey*XL gladly cremate it feer©,
if nobody will do it hero, why should they be so willing?
Zerg^oot-^-M^You should know that ihsyall do anythteg to urn a bucko

fS FASTAST MAgAZD®g /// wanted 5^ each for them. Meat were in poor
condition and didn’t look to later®stIng, and.
the prise gaeaed kinda steep for old f®£o
We get baek t© the ©ar in front of the Franklin Institute about 3 ®i dw«^
our stuff into it. Eat it was so bet and w were ®@ tired that we deeided the heck
’with our pleas to go into the Fraaklin Institute and took off for hosm
When Matt & I discussed the trip we agreed that the meeting and shopping tour
alone did act warrant th® excursion but that th® trip out t© Lansdale was the fin
ishing touch 'which did sake it all worth while. To both of us the conversatien was
a high point of th® weekend, even th© Matt didn’t take a very active part 8© as to
concentrate ©n the driving. We decided that we would go back la a few months to try
©a® ©f th® informal seetiage.
ESFA is th® oldest (some 16 years) and most conservative SF club la th® MT ar
ea,, Ani it is an actual science fiction club while the other two ar® social clubs
of fans.
Untill one year ago I was the only member under 3$ and, with HAI Lynch and Bob
Sheridan, the only "fansine fan." However w have lately acquired a fair amount of
younger blood in the form of Lenny Kaye, Mike McInerney, Larry Crilly, Mike Deckinger
Carl Frederick, and several others. Th® first ar® fansine fans and Cafil is working
on his first issue. Two other fanzine fams have recently rejoined aftor an absence
of several years
Belle Dietz and Seth Johnsen.
In the last two years attendance ha© just about tripled from about a dozen to
over 30 so, between this and th® increased "fanniehness”, things are really looking
up for the ©Id club. (To a large extent this is due to a change in meeting quarters
1 Vs years ago and. publicity resulting from last March’s Amazing ©on.)
But still it is a formal club idth programs and th® only opportunity for sociall zing la th® hour before the meeting starts and the group dinner after the meet
ing. On® thing that has always grotched u® about the dinner wag its sho^t duration.
Some 20 or 30 minutes after th® last dishes would be cleared away on® pessen would
get up to go home and before you knew it there was a etampede for th® door. About
10 month® ago I tried to organize a nucleus (consisting of Matt Ghlupsa, Carl Fred
erick, Hal Lynch and Datmjn Blackburn [this was th® last meeting before the^louse
gaflated taking with him a zine that h® was publishing for me -- Herpolhodej) to
stay behind. But then Ted Engel came back to ask ua whether we mated our usual ride
into BT, Carl asked how we would return, and I said "by bus." That nucleus dissol
ved fast enough to interest th® AEC1 (Thia ms Matt’s last me®ting too, as he has
little interest in SF •== see Pesky’s 5.)
<
I felt a need for a place where fan® could get together to talk informally. Cf
course there are t®o club® in the FI area which are informal, but both ar® "by in
vitation only" type groups. Thar® is a need for an open group which anyone can at=
tend without first having to "know" somebody. For thia reason I helped re°organ!se
a short lived chapter of th® IES -- hoping to subvert it into a fan^oup. (Mor® onthis in Polhode 4, out Real Seen How.)
Wil, th® Philly SIS gave a® th® idea of pushing for a 2nd, informal, saathly
meeting for ESFA. I talked this over with several fan® from the MT-U area, all of
khom were enthusiastic and suggested that w® w®t somewhere in HI early in th® even
Ing of the 3rd Sunday of the month. (Early so that the members could get home at a
decent time because ©f work the following day.) I was familiar with an inexpensive
bar and delicatessen-type restaurant in th® Union Square area fro® going there aft®0
"Film group" wetin^s, so it was.aettledJthat the meetings would b® at 7 PM at
(Baith”® Sixth (6th Ave, Just south of .llAth StT)
But before bringing the matter up b®f^e the ESFA I wanted t© see what on® of
PMlly’a informal meetings was lite, @© Matt, Carl & I drove down on Aug 25th -- only
two weak® after th® first trip. This meeting 1® held in a ©off®® house some 10
blocks from city hall and 12 frets th® I -- "Th® Gilded Cage". We got there around
7330, as had been reocoamended by Hal Lynch, but found only 2 or 3 fan® and a few
mundane types present. W® want into the bask room where eventually sow 15 fan®
accumulated while the mundane types filled up the front. But mwd 9 a folk-singer
comes around and th® fan® ar® kicked, out of the back room. Th® ‘bull-session starts
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a ®ew-cc®»r cast easily firJ
the group ®©d meet all of lie members, and
once it is tcg@th®r it can easily, stay so when it move® out among the mundane types.
Eal had urged us too strongly to arrive early so as to be there before the
shift occurred. We left HI with plenty of time to spare tut were considerably ;i@layed by a' traffic foul up. Thus, to save tie® we didn't stop for dinner, and ar
rived very hungry to find few fen there.
Soon after w® arrived Peggy had to get something a few Mocks away and suggest
ed I some along* Thinking this would be a good opportunity to get sowthing decent
to eat Lth© prices wre high and th® selection was meager at the Cage] I said some
thing to Matt and Carl and the four of us wnad up outside. However the others some
how wound up going off for food while I accompanied Peggy on her errand.
Back at the cage Carl was in his usual pungent form but I am Messed in that I
only remember two ®f Ms remarks. "Why, that'® bad enough to make Bjo tremble*"
"He’s a chess player whose check® don't bounce."
Tom Purdom chatted enthusiastically about th® upcoming Phillyconference and
said he had an idea for a panel to interview a yet-to^be-chosen author* In order to
have a wide selection of viewpoints it was to consist of a professional (preferably
an editor), an active fan, and a volumnous SF reader who was not interested in fan
dom. When he asked me if I'd take the fan slot I agreed rather reluctantly and only
on condition I be given considerably advance warning as to who is to be interriewed.
I wanted to read/raraad hie works so as to be well prepared, and was reluctant be
cause I really couldn't spare th© time to do so. (A few weeks later I learned, thru
Harriett Kolchak at an ESFA meeting that a replacement had been found because of my
reluctance, and that the Interviewee was to be Jases Eli eh. So I relaxed untill, as
you undoubtedly heard, disaster overtook me at the Phillyconf.)
Peggy also mentioned that Lee Sample had written her that he'd be at this
meeting too, but he never did show up. While we were in th® back room the conver
sation Just sort of drifted end nothing of note occurred. When we moved up front a
major discussion about politics, religion and lit..., or, Literature and ghu only
knows what else developed. However I missed out on most of it and ©ought only brief
snatches vm and again because I had gotten into a conversation with Peggy* Sha
epoke of her two meetings with Terry Carr [whom I did finally meet about De©,22 when
I visited Metropolitan Mimeo to find out something about electronic stencils]. Once
had bean in an art museum in HT and th® other time at a WSFA meeting in Washington r
I
working on th® lettercol for Polhode h at that time sad had all of my
LOCs with we. So as she read them we exchanged opinions of ths various letterhacks
and letters. % also spoke of our fansines and what we planned to do next, and she
waxed lyrical about some 6 foot rodent again. Oh, how she tried, to get me to drop
my impartiality in the TAFF race! tod ya know, betwean her persuasiveness and the
stuff In Shaggy I almost did. (At th® last "Film Group" meeting I saw a pretty good
cartoon from ^1 or <+2 called 'Peace on Earth." This featured an old squirrel who
looked a lot like 0® squirrel, complete with monsterous tail. Unfortunataly it
wasn't quite bushy enough. In this quite good 10 minute thing th® old squirrel tells
his grandchildren how all mankind destroyed itself in a great war and the animals
inherited ths Earth. Wonder if arrangements could be made to have it shown at a lo
cal con.)
Carl wont off into a corner with someone and talked chess while Matt for the
most part listened to the great discussion between Purdom and the others.
Hound about 11 somebody suggested we leave. Even tho I had heard little of
the still continuing discussion and again didn't get to know Tom I agreed to join
them. When w® got outside the ©clips® of the soon had already started so we stood
around for s while staring at that.
We then went the Mock to the car and spent the next hour or so dropping EarPeggy somewhere she had to go on another erThen wo were off for Lansdale. Matt, of course, was driving, Carl was up
front, and Peggy & I were in back. Even tho we all got out several times for various
reasons we wound up in the same places each time we got back in, for some strange rea
A
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it was because
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always
the car firgt
hQld the
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ward for* us to crawl in back, and I automatically did so.)
We stopped off for something to oat near the edge of the city /at lasts/ and,
as ell but Gari ordered quite a bit and the service was slow, stayed there for about
an hour. A remark of mine touched off a discussion between Peggy and Matt about re
ligion and the restrictions imposed by some of the more organized churches0 I felt
that some of Matt3s answers to her questions and remarks were too limited in that
they were applicable to only a email number of cases (including his) but never got
around to putting in my own 20 worth. This was due partly to my reluctance to dis=
cuss such matters and partly to a lack of answers to some really majair problems.
But even tho I don’t have the’'answers" I feel that Matt unintentionally made the
viewpoint sound selfish and wish that I had said something and tried to set tilings
at least a bit straighter0
Once we got going again Peggy did most of the talking. For a while she was in
a funny mood and sort of dreamily talked of various things. The fact that she is
some 8 or 9 years younger than me was brought sharply home to me when she started
to talk about some stuffed toy she had and the importance to her it acquired over
the years o
But then again,this might be my inexperience with the female species
showing up once more and such a thing might even be quite common among thoss who are
much older than me. Come to think of it, I seem to remember such things kept by the
various secretaries the Pnysics Department has hado And they were older0 Anyhow,
this incident made me feci something I had only known before0
She spoke at length of a child she baby-sat for. Among other things she men
tioned that whenever someone did something he didn’t like (such as disciplining him)
he oheld his hand above his head in an odd limp way and said "bye" while waving his
fingers (thus implying that the c-ffending party should leave). This had cought her
fancy and she took it up herself to some extent — especially towards the end of tho
ride. She did it whenever Gari came out with one of his puns (and you can imagine
how frequent THAT was?) or I made a jokingly-insulting remark to her. (She did this
only after we left the restaurant.) And she almost threw Carl out of the car when
he made a (fortunately forgotten) pun on "McKni^it". /Later Gari thot of writing
up this trip in The Martian Barnicles Strike Again and calling this portion "Bye of
the Brainless" but thot better of itZ7
She spoke of her involvement with ^Junior AchievmentU where small businesses
are set up by people of her age under adult guidance, her plans for college and her
upcoming trip to the Seacono There was more — much more — but I can no longer re
member ito All in all I found this trip to Lansdale just about as interesting as
the last one. In both cases there was the pleasure of talking with an interesting
and pleasant person and the interest in gaining knowledge about how an unfamiliar
type of person things0 But that latter aspect was somewhat different in the two ca
ses. And I would say that I had the most sheer fun of just talking about things of
common interest when we were in the Gage.
We finally left her off about three and got back around Lu Nothing of note
happened on the return trip for Carl immediately passed out (as usual) and I dozed
myself (which is VERY rare — I suppose being out to a party with some people the
previous night helped.) Matt had a bit of trouble himself for once I was wakened
by a screetch as he drove onto the gravel shoulder while maintaining a good speed.
Ya know, it’s at times like these that I’m glad I can’t get a licence to drive.
We spent the "next" day exploring the Franklin Institute. Ghug but that place
is fascinating. We still had much to see when it closed, and as we relaxed on the
low stone fence outside we decided to come down to the Phillyconference and drop
back in to the FI Saturday morning0
While still sitting there we somehow began to discuss Roman myths. They always
struck me as being childrens stories akin to our own about how the giraffe hot its
long neck, etc. But Gari says that they wrore believed and that, in fast, great strife
arose when a large portion of the intelligencia stopped believing0 I don’t know —
they don’t strike me as gods at all, but as mere human beings with a few magic pow
ers but all the same weaknesses,, etc. I suppose that the very complex set of stor-

les Just grew over the millenia untlll they
became so unwieldy that they Juet collapsed
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from their own weight.
After resting we ate and hit the road back to NX about 8. Again, Carl Freder
ick immediately passed out and didn’t come too untill Matt threw us out at Tiw®
Square.

Well, thoae wra our two trip® to Philadelphia during th® Summer, and. Matt &
I went hack in November for the S? Conference. (Carl decided not to go at the last
second.) I planned.to Wits that up too, but you can relax out there in Tandr©-land.
It is getting late (today is Jan 8] and this sine is beginning to gst a bit unwieldy.
For the same reason the expansion of ay ramarks r® Sword and Sorcery and ford of tfe
Bings in the mimeographed section will have to wait untill some other tima. (But”"
Elinor, I can now see why you object to "Mordor in ’6V. In book one, when the Black
Riders were chasing I^odo and Sam you really do get a feeling of intense evil about
Mordor and its ®ini©ns0 But for some strange reason X didn’t find thia feeling in
any of the other 5 books. Harder became Just another coamon enitay, Ilk® Russia to
day or Germany a few years ago.) Th® con report will undoubtedly be written, tho X
don’t yet know in which sine or APA I will put it.
Both Matt and X have enjoyed cur trips down to Philly wry much and we are
thinking of going again. On the wy hack from the conference we tentatively Bched=
sled a trip to the informal February meeting but now I don't thirds I will have the
time to go. We still might make it then or in Jtech tut X now doubt that it will be
before ths Summer. April will be takes up on the lunaeen on ths 29th and May by the
Disclaoe fehich I intend to make for once I (It was always too ©less to exams, but
this year Is® Just doing research and taking no courses.) So we issue this warning
to the PSPS =♦ gst into the fallout shelters,’cause we'll probably be coming your
way again on June
Wil, at th® next ESFA meeting I hrot up the matter of the informal meeting and
(much to my surprise) I had no troubles getting it approved. I figured that some of
th® ©Ider members who wouldn't be interested in attending would fight it hut they
didn’t. As of this writing three were held
on Sept 17, Oct 15, & Bee 17, and th©
next will be on Jan 21o Attendance was 6, 7, and 2 (tea Mayer forgot to mention it
on the meeting notice that month and it snowed that day 3© Charlie Brown & I were the
only 2 to stew up.) thus far Oharli®, Jo® Casey, Hatt ©hlupsa, Carl Frederick, Seth
Johnson, Sal lynch, Julius & Naomi Postal and X have attended one or more meeting®.
About a half dozen who were enthusiastic about th® idea whan X ha® first mentioned
it haven't bee© down yet, and X was ’disappointed to leas® that several (such a® Lenny
Kaye, Mike McInerney & Larry Crilly) who I had in mind when I formed it will be able
to make few, if any, meetings. X expect Korman Codner, Les Gerber, Andy Main and Jon
White to be coming around for the first time this month, and hope that we can build
up to a® average attendance of 10. Thia number strikes m® as sort of ideal for this
type of group.
From the center of page 8 thru this point has been 2nd drafter, while that
which proceeds was composed on master. I wonder if there is any improvement on the
latter pages, or if X should ®aw myself th® effort and g© back to composing on maa
ter. One reason for the 2nd draft was the hunt f©r the right words in reporting some
of the conversations. Some portions really came hard and had to be sweated over.
Also, after I wrote them out several detailed descriptions seemed boring so I cut
them down or out. All that follows is 1st or 1 Vs draft, simply because everything
up t© and including page 30 is already printed. Page 31 will finish the lettered,
which there ie no point to rough drafting, and X don’t tow tow much or what will
follow. I did top®
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The next 10 pages are reprinted from my contribution to the Hh IPS© wailing, and
th® 7 after that fro® Peskyce 10 in the 11th S’AFA mailing. Origicnal material r®^
smses on page 3®. Onwardi

Like most fans, I have read, most of what Robert Heinlein has written. Of all
his novels and. collections only 3 remain unread -- The Menace From Earth, Space Ca
det , and. The Rolling Stones. Since I own copies of the first 2 I expect I will read,
them some time during the next year but I don't know when I will ever get to the
third.
I think I'll start off by commenting on some of the stories I found to be partic
ularly good or bad. As with Just about any author's works, most of Mr. Heinlein's
produce approximately the same subjective reaction Ein regards to quality, of course,
and not content] while a few stand out as considerably above or below average. The
quality of this average varies, of course (again), from author to author and an au
thor's exceptional stories vary from reader to reader. I found Gregg Calkins' bib
liography in the 30th and (apparently) final issue of Popsial a great help by remind
ing me of Just what I had read by RAH.
Of his fantasies I found the story of the sentient whirlwind, "Our Fair City",
the most delightful and "They" poorest. (Apparently Waldo And Magic, Inc. and The
Unpleasant Profession of Jonathan Hoag [= 6 x h] contain all of hie fantasies and 2
of his few borderlines -- *' 'All You Zombies'" & "'And He Built a Crooked House'"
leaving "Lifeline", "The Year of the Jackpot", Stranger in a Strange Land, and per
haps Sixth Column [like, I mean, those conspiritors had some real wild powers, tho
really nothing unusual when compared with today 's Anal-oh-gee.. .hmm, has anyone thot
about the racist implications of this business of the bloods of peoples of different
races being different enuf for their gizmos to effect the conquerors selectively?].)
((Oh, ghu! How was THAT for a clumsy construction?))But back to the point -- I don't
care for the "the world exists only to decieve ME" type stories for the same reason I
don't like "time trap" stories -- once you've read one you've read them all. Perhaps
one is more skillfully written than another but they all say essentially the same
thing in the same way. A bore.
As for what I suppose is his longest fantasy, "The Unpleasant Profession of Jo
nathan Hoag", I first read it in a 2nd hand Unknown some 2 years ago. At that time
I thot it dragged quite a bit and thot little of it. I bought the hardcover antholo
gy for the other stories and the paperback reprint because I was then still trying to
be a pb completist. (First the Galaxy/Beacon books, then the flood of re-reissues,
and finally the recent flood of Beacon imitators killed that urge for completiem.)
I hadn't gotten around to reading either copy untill this Summer, and I had intended
to skip the "Hoag" story. However somebody at work (probably Mark Walsted) told me
that RAH had tightened up this version by cutting it down somewhat, so that it read
much better. It ^i^.
Of the sf titles, I think I liked Tunnel in the Sky least. First of all it was
a mundane "Robinson Carusoe"( sp?) type story with a stefnal beginning and end tacked
on (it could Just as well have taken place in a terrestrial Jungle), A minor point
which irritated me was the bit where he tiled to arouse a feeling of anger towards
news reporters towards the end of the story, Just as he later tried to arouse the same
feeling towards the "evial" army early in Starship Troopers. I don't like this "an
ger" analog of the "tear Jerker" JUst as I don't like the "tear Jerker". And the end
ing of Tunnel -- GLYARRRGH!!!! Covered wagons pulled by...horses? oxen? rolling thru
the matter-transmitter in order to colonize a new world! How cor$y, illogical, and
sickening can you get?
A book that I enjoyed very much was Time For the Stars which was wtitten Just
after the above. I think the thing which gave me the biggest kick was the scientists
worries about^nstantanious telepathy and what that did to the concepts of simultinaity and hence ^relativity. This showed that at least here Heinlein knew what he was
talking about. Come to think of it, aren't thefeequences in this book when they visit
alien worlds very much like those in Methuselah's Children?
Another book that sort of grotched me was Starman Jones -- at least one aspect
did. Now I might be misremembering things a long time after reading the book or I
might have misinterpreted what I read, but as I remember it the hero's Job was to
carry a book of tables with him, get decimal system numbers shouted at him, look them
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up in the book, and. shout back the binary equivalents so that they can be put into
the computer. Now RAH is right when he says that computers -- at least digital ones
-- use binary numbers in calculating something BUT even as far back as when this
book was written special sub-computers had been developed which would convert dicimal
into binary and vica-versa and it would have been a simple matter to extrapolate to
today's situation where almost any computer can be fed decimal data and be relied
upon to convert it to binary for itself. With the system RAH used, they might as
well have done the calculations with desk-calculators for all the speed they were
getting. And the hero's photographic memory which allowed him to do away with the
book was a major plot gimmick of the story, if I remember.
There still remain his two latest books, which are the most commentable he has
yet written. But back to them a bit further down....
Looking down the list of future history stories I see that they were not writ
ten in the order they are supposed to occur. And in some cases this is visible from
the stories themselves. For instance "The Black Pits of Luna" appeared in the 10
Sep 48 ish of SatEvePost while "The Long Watch" appeared in the Dec 49 American Leg
ion Magazine. Now since the latter story did appear in a minor publication it is
possible that it was written before the former and ALM served as a "salvage market"
for a story which could not be sold elsewhere for a long time. But in "Black Pits"
the tourists went past the ruins of an old military base and the guide said that it
was never learned why the stockpiled atomic weapons had blown up. However in the other story there IS radio contact between the base and earth when the (if I remember
correctly) Technocratically minded crew took over, and they even went so far as to
send a threatening radio message to earth. However the hero's didn't blow the place
up, but Just wrecked the bombs by ruining the plutonium parts' finely machined sur
faces. Thus the parts couldn't be properly brot together to achieve effective crit
ical mass, but in the process the heroes received fatal doses of radiation. Thus it
appears that when RAH first plotted out the series he intended the heroes to blow up
the base before the villains could even send their threats to earth, and wrote "Pits"
accordingly but when he came to write the prequil he changed his mind and found .it
more convenient, dramatic, or something to do it the way he actually did. But I am
puzzled that he hadn't revised "Pits" when he included it in The Green Hills of Earth
-- only a very minor passage would have had to be deleted. I wonder if that is the
only inconsistancy present in the series -- it's the only one that I remember notic
ing when I first read the books almost 10 years ago.
Wonder what got Heinlein interested in reincarnation. If any of you remember
the horrendous Amazing 30th Annish with its dozens of short articles about what the
future will bring, you might remember that one was by RAH. One of the things he said
there was that the "Birdy..., er, Bridy Murphy experiments” proved reincarnation.
Now I don't remember any mention of reincarnation in Stranger in a Strange Land -- tho
I do remember a rather unusual concept of life after death with the departed watch
ing over earth and controlling things -- but at least one reviewer mentioned it. Oh
down, I DO remember the scene now. Several characters in "heaven" were discussing
how things were going back on earth, and one said that he would soon be going back'
in a new guise. This latter bit by itself means nothing of course. But taken.in
conjunction with the article [not listed by Gregg under "Articles, introductions, and
prefaces", by the way -- you goofed, Greggl] it indicates a continuing interest in,
if not belief in, reincarnation. As I said, howcum?

And so I finish with all of my notes on RAH dealing with matters other than his
last 2 books. I think the goof in the above paragraph indicates that I should have
used a first draft instead of Just notes. But then, I could Just as well have remem
bered the scene while copieng the draft onto stencil,' and I would have been faced with
the same choise of corfluing 2 lines or leaving the goof stand. But anyhow my point
wasn't weakened but in fact strengthened by this.
As I said above, Starship Troopers and Stranger in a Strange Land are the most
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commentable of his books. However these aren't the only ones which push or propagan
dize some point. Ferinstance, if I remember correctly Tunnel in the Sky pushed rather
hard for physical fitness, exercise, and all that. Then RAH was as the March 58
ESFAcon (also referred to as "open meeting") which was a few months after Sputnik and
the Vanguard fiasco (see Polhode #1). Tho it wasn't on the official program in any
way many of the speakers touched on it, including Heinlein. Much of the talk was about
the failure of the American educational system, and how the fiascos had waken us up,
etc. (Also that perhaps it happened too late to do us any good, and we would never be
able to catch up.) Heinlein spoke at length about what he had done locally in Colorodo
to beef up their educational system. Then a few months later (about 6) Have Space
Suit, Will Travel was serialized in F&SF- And there in the early parts of the book
was all sorts of propaganda about how "analytical geometry and even calculus can be
fun", etc. Need I say more?
As for Starship Troopers itself, I suspect that what with all of the quires of
stencils, poimds of ink, and reams of paper expended on this topic RAH helped a cer
tain segment of american industry just by writing the book. I interpret his chief
theeies to be "be prepared for whatever may come" and "only someone who was willing to
do something for his country for a certain minimum period of time and (preferably or
was it neccissarily? ) risk his skin while doing it is worthy of having a say in the
running of the government. (Remember when the brat first enlisted and put down his
preferences for type of service? He filled in every military aspect, including K-9 and
infantry which he really didn't want on the grounds that they were preferable to non-military positions. I believe he also said he wouldn't go in if he couldn't get a
military position.)
Now I kinda like this idea of doing something to get the vote (tho I'd probably
be too lazy and selfish to qualify myself -- even thru some non-military part of the
"service"). This I figure would tend to cut down the burocratic "something for noth
ing" welfare-statism so prevalent today simply because the demagogish politicians
wouldn't be able to buy themselves votes like that and wouldn't be afraid to repeal
already existing laws.
Digging into that Heinlein article in the Amazing annish I see some remarks
which are particularly interesting when viewed together with what was later written in
Troopers and the subsequent arguments in fanzines.
"But possibly the most important discovery we have made about ourselves is that
Man is a Wild Animal. [This is written as a "looking back from 2001 AD artic
le.] He cannot be tamed and remain Man; his genius is bound up in the very

qualities which make him wild. With this self-knowledge, bleak, stem, and
proud, goes the last hope of permanent peace on Earth; it makes world govern
ment unlikely and certainly unstable. Despite the fact that we are (as always)
in a condition of margional starvation, this fact makes all measures of popul
ation controll futile--other than the ancient, grisly Four Hoursemen, and even
they are not effective; we finished World War III with a hundred million more
people than when we started.
"Not even the H-bomb could change our inner nature. We have learned most blood
ily that the H-bomb does nothing that the stone axe did not do--and neither
weapon could tame us. Man can be chained but he cannot be domesticated, and
eventually he always breaks his chains.
"Nor can we be 'improved' by genetic breeding; it is not in our nature to accept
it. Someday we may be conquered by super-beings from elsewhere, then bred ac
cording to their notions--and become dogs, rather than wolves. (I'm betting
that we will put up a fight!) But left to our own resources, improvements in
our breed must come the hard way, through survival...and we will still remain
wild animals.
••••
"On the physical side we can be certain that the speed-of-light barrier will be
cracked this century. This makes it statistically likely that we will soon en
counter races equal or superior to ourselves. This should be the most signif-
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leant happening to mankind since the discovery of fire.’ It may degrade or destroy
us, it may improve us; it cannot leave us unchanged."
Now while there is a good possibility that the author does not believe what the
hero of his book believes (even the heroen£_of-pook) the chances are good that he means
Just what he- says in an article of this type (unless he says something just to shock
his readers, and then he is usually trying to get them to believe something he believes
in or to get them to temporarily believe something false [a favorite Campbell stunt]
and then make them feel foolish by showing that it is nonsence. But the eventual point
even then is to get the reader to believe or think as the author.) This seems to be
rather heavy-ammunition for the anti-Heinlein faction and I am surprized that nobody has j
has yet made use of it.
Finally, there is Stranger in a Strange Land. This too is a book of propaganda-for a. rather unusual philosophy and way of life. Quite frankly, I .am surprized it has
raised this much of a stur in fandom simply because it has had only hard cover public
ation. I suppose that the SFBookClub edition, libraries, and the loan of copies by fen
who did invest in them helped spread the book to a reasonable number. The last 2. are
indicated by the fact that only now, some 6 months after the book became available, is
the discussion reaching a fair.spread.
.
■ .
Well, I read the thing soon- after it was published (having picked up a copy at
Steve Takacs' a few weeks before the official publication date). I liked the first
1/3 very much, found the next 1/2 not. bad, but the last sixth was Just awful. Now the
book does explore a lot of ideas, and i/mJb other reason than to look those over again

and get them straight I would like to someday re-read the book. But I didn't enjoy it
as a story and keep puttting off the re-reading. I sort of have the feeling that it
is a distasteful job I will eventually have to get done. On the other hand .1 just
finished reading Lord of the Rings 2 days ago and it is a temptation to start over ag
ain right now. New there is a story which was just delightful to read and also had
quite a bit of meat to it in order to make re-reading worthwhile. I will probably re
read Poul Anderson's Three Hearts and Three Lions which was (if possible) even more de
lightful per page than LOTR but was quite empty of meaning and so was little more than
a simple story, (in fact, it is because of LOTR that I will have to again send this
zine to the IPSO OA special delivery -- the stencil for the first page stood in the typer
for almost an entire week during which time only some 4 lines were cut on it.)
I think James Blish did the definitive article on this book in the last issue of
Warhoon and I don't see how I can add anything worthwhile to what he said. So I'll
leave the topic by Just noting that at the ESFA meeting devoted to the book Henry Mos
kowitz (who works for the Scott Merridith agency) said that it was cut by some 20^ be
fore any publisher would.take it, and that many long passages went in toto. SaM then
said that if it had been offered to her, Cele Goldsmith would probably have run it conrplete -- as a 6.part serial if.need be. Wonder if she really would've, and how much
was "if only if..." type chatter on her part and how much, reading into and interpreting
of her statements by SaM was involved.
:
And one last note on the whole fershluggi-per topic of Heinlein before I drift on
--looking again at the checklist in Popslat I note that after the "Hoag", story in the
Oct 42 Unknown RAH had nothing published untill "The Green Hills of Earth" in the Feb 8
'47 SatEvePost --a gap of 5 years. Now I know that he stopped writing in 42 because
he went into the service at that-time, but what the heck kept him from resuming before
he did? What did he. do in that interval? And what was he doing while IN the service
that kept him SO busy that he couldn't write ANY sf? Finally, why (after his initial
successes) did he abandon the lucritive slick field? Did he find the medium too re
stricted to be able to write what he wanted, to write how he wanted to do it? (The pulp
market has of course as many restrictions (and maybe more) but these are apparently
ones which don't (or didn't) interfere with what he wanted to write.

Looking back into that same old Amazing annish I noticed the following from Hugo
Gernsback among the notes of congratulations printed on the inside front cover:
( — page 7 please—)
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■
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"Hearty congratulations on your 30th anniversary of Amazing Stories. As its
founder, I am happy to see the magazine in such good, hands L I J, and L hope it
will continue to prosper in the future."
.
Ghod, how ANYONE can say that about the Amazing edited by Howard Browne and
not be a hypocrit is just beyond me. This is the time when Dr. Tom Gardner was say
ing that Amazing was competing with the comic books for the same moronic market,
etc. The magazine really was on a very low level then, and just about unreadable.
But then I suppose it is possible that Unca' Hugo was sincere -- he does have some
rather strange, ideas on what sf should be like.
This got me to thinking of the sick years of Amazing and I remembered its short
lived companion of that period, Dream World. I'd picked up the first issue when it
came out just because it was the first issue, and ghui -- there was a sick magazine
for sick minds. It was published almost a year later, in early 57, and the Ziff-Da
vis sf line had gone from bad to (if possible) worse with Browne 's rep la'cement by
Eairman.
ir was apparently aimed at people with sub-normal intelligence [& I'm not being
snide here, but mean it literally] but still enough to be able to read something other than comic books and racing sheets, and who spend hours a day daydreaming about
stumbling over great riches or getting some magic power which would make every broad
in the local cathouse come chasing after him and begging him to take her services
free. The magazine had 2 features -- "Windfalls" and "A Strange Lady Called Luck"
-- both of which consisted of stories of people who had fantastically good luck on
some occasion. Some of the stories were "Legs on Olympus" (a man is called upon to
Judge a beauty contest between Grecian goddesses), Randall Garrett's "The Devil Ne
ver Waits" (The devil gives a man the power of instantly being where he wants to be,
before he even has a chance to think over his desire. He uses it to get to his of
fice, and from thence to the women's John a few minutes later.),"The Man With X-Ray
Eyes"(illo'd on cover -- shows man ogling girl undressing thru wall), "Oswald's Will
ing Women" (He buys a whistling ring and all the girls start chasing him whereas be
fore none would even look at him twice), etc. Included were stories by Harlan Ell
ison and Thorne Smith. When I first bought the magazine I started perhaps half the
stories but couldn '.t finish one of them. (Now not finishing a story, no matter how
bad it is, is as rare an occurance for me as is the re-reading of a story.) I. sim
ply was sickened by the sick-sick-sickness of these stories. (Come to think of it,
it is rather surprizing that they were noterrotic. Mebbe that's why.the mag fold
ed so quickly --the sick type people want a touch of erroticism in their excape-lit
erature. And escape-literature this is, for I think nothing else can better wear
that lebel.) And of all people, Cele Goldsmith was the things assistant editor;
Recently 2 other magazines have appeared on the news-stands which are sick,but
in a different way. One is a revival (by a new publisher) of Shock (standard digest
size) and the other is ... Terror?(8x10" or "bedsheet" size) [l didn't buy a copy and
am no longer certain of its title.] From the illps .men whipping or otherwise tortur
ing women;, story titles ("Brides for the devil's Couldron") & blurbs ("He needed a
special model for his portraits of agony") I'd say they were aimed at sadists.
±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±E±±±±±±±±±±±
Ups, don't know what sort of stream of consciousness got me off on that detour,
but I suppose it's time I said a word about pages 5 & 6. Or at least page 5 since
the stencil for 6 isn't yet cut and there is always the chance that something will go
wrong again to foul.it up. Of the 9 pics 6 were taken at the party thrown by the
Sandersons, which was the 2nd time I'd met Ella. The first was at the Lunarian meet
ing the previous Saturday, but at that time I hadn'^ gotten to talk to her much.
(And I think it would have been advisable to cut short the business meeting because
of the presence of the guest. If I remember correctly, it was at this meeting that
I was voted into the club ((before she arrived)) and Max Phillips was peeved that
some business had been conducted before he arrived, so he spent some time prolong
ing the business meeting by trying to change the quorum stipulated by the constitu-'
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tion. For those of you who are unfamiliar with the group, the members meet at a res
taurant for dinner, walk to the home of one of the members ((usually Frank Dietz or
George Nims Raybin)) where they have a 20 or so minute business meeting, and then an
informal evening till things break up about 2 or 3. (A few leave as early as 11.)
Anyhow, it was at this party that I first got to
talk to Ella to any xeal extent. We spent that time discussing (of all things) IPSO
and its troubles. Also present were Arthur C. Clarke (in town for the American
Rocket Society meetings the previous week), Hans Santesson, Avram Devidson, Randall
Garrett & some woman he brot along, Ian & Phyllis Macauley, Geo. Raybin, Belle Dietz,
Frank Dietz, & Harriett Kolchak. The Macauley's said they were going to Europe for
a year or so and would be spending some time in England. Now if during that time
Ian McAuley comes down from Belfast there should be considerable confusion among the
fen. Incidentally, I don't know why but Ian looks much stouter in these photos'than
he really is.
Clarke was a fascinating person to meet, and spoke mostly of his skindiving ad
ventures. Sharks,, it, seems..have definite times of the day when they eat, and are
harmless unless threatened At other times. „
„ ,, , .
„ , .
, ’
. ,
By carefull choise of time + persistence
he has become quite friendly with one and is well on the way to taming it. But most
fascinating was his discovery of a treasure. Somewhere off Ceylon (he carefully avoided being more specific) he found a ship which had been carrying a load of freshly
minted silver coins several hundred years ago. Fer some fortuitous reason (barnicles
quickly covering them, if I remember) the silver had not decomposed and the coins
remained in remarkably good shape. (He passed a few around -- they were about the
size of a nickel.) But he said that he probably would get more in royalties on the
book that he will write than for the coins themselves. (He'd given a large lump of
stuck-together coins to the Smithsonian Institute.)
On another topic, he mentioned
that a British film producer had bought A Fall of Moondust, and that this producer
has always filmed quickly everything he purchased. So things look good.... He also
mentioned that a competant producer has recently taken over John Wyndham/Harris'
Day of the Triffids so that might finally be filmed.
Some time during the evening I got to talking to Randy Garrett and asked him about Langart — despite similarity of names and styles, he categorically denied being
the other author too,

When the party broke up I thot I'd seen the SCOAW for the last time, but she
surprized us by staying on in the US to make the Philiconference. Thus she had the
nerve-shattering experience of running into me still one MORE time. I saw her around
the con a number of times, but the longest must have been at the impromptu party at
the Lupoffs' hotel room early Sunday morning, after Harriett's party had broken up
and we happened to meet several people coming out of Pavlat's party. Other people
present, aside from the SCOAW & the Lupoffs, were Les Gerber, Ted & Sylvia White,
Bhob Stewart, Andy Main, Gary Deindorfer, and mebbe 1 or 2 others. But I've already
written a 2 page report on the Philiconf for SFTimes and want to say more on it in
SAPS where I have more room, if I have the time to do so, so I'll cut that off now.

A few days later the IPSO mailing came, so I phoned Ella at Jock Root's to let
her know the details. While we were talking she said she'd be sailing early Friday
afternoon, and asked me if I'd come up to help her get the stuff to the ship then.
I arrived about noon to find her still in the early stages of packing, and Les Gerber
showed up shortly thereafter. We gayly chattered away untill all was ready, and we
took a cab to the ship, All along the principle line of joking had been about her
not leaving now after she'd postponed it some 5 times already. Why the ESFAcon was
less than 6 months away, and after that there would be an average of a con a month
untill the Chiconlll rolled around. And it would be a nice thing if she stayed long
enough to greet Willis upon his arrival and help make him fee], at home.
Anyhow, we finally got to the ship (the Sylvania -- which I'd somehow typoed as
Mauritania in my letter to Cry Land-now watch this turn out to be an even bigger
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typo]) and. ran into all sorts of red. tape there.

30 - 9
While Ella checked, in Jock Les & I

took the luggage to the appropriate place. A large sign proclaimed that the Cunard
Line had paid for all baggage handling and no further payment was needed, but the
people wouldn't take it without a "tip”. This irritated us so we decided to take it
on ourselves. When we got to the visitors' entrance we found a mandatory 50^ donation to some retired seamans' home for each "free" pass. Now there is nothing wrong
with chargingfor these things, but why must they be so hypocritical about it and
pretend that it is voluntary? Now we would gone on the ship even if we weren't car
tying the baggage and I suppose we would have even paid $1 each if it were neccessary
but we found all this nonsence most irritating. Anyhow, we got the stuff into her
room and stayed with her some 45 minutes untill we had to leave. It was on this day
that I really got to know Ella, and all I can say now is
COME

BACK,

ELLA

--

WE

MISS

Y 0 U I

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnj
I distributed a few copies of my last IPSO contribution (on crackpottery) very errat
ically, missing many friends who should have gotten copies, and -- Ip and behold! --

LAISKAS

. . .
’ I'm inclined to go along with your analasys of Camp
bell and Palmer, however, you fail to point out one import
ant difference--Palmer's magazines were 99-99% crud while
Campbell consistently had, and still has, the best magazine
in the field. I can put up with a great deal of crap from
JWCjr as long as he continues to give me good stories.
I will admit that, like most everyone else, I'm a bit tired of all this psionics
that has been the main stay of the zine for the past couple of years and am waiting
patiently for Campbell to get off the psi kick.
I should think that he sincerely believes in the psi phenomena and is trying,
through the medium of Analog, to get others interested. And Analog's readership is
the group which he wants to interest since it contains a lot of bright young brains.
Don't know what the situation is now days as I've been out of touch for quite a
while but about 10 or 12 years ago ASF was almost requiered reading around some-of
the universities.
As for psionics itself, I'm not going to put it down. There is too much evid
ence pointing to the existence of telepathy at least. There is enough evidence of
the existence of telepathy to have set the Soviet Union onto serious research into
the subject and, it would seem, the U.S. government,too . (And for more about that
see Dynatron 8.)
MSgt L.H.Tackett, USMC
H&HS-l (Comm), MWHG-1
IstMAW, FMFPac,
c/o Fleet Post Office
San Francisco, Calif.

Ed

Yes, I hate to admit it but ASF does seem to be still the best mag around. I vo
ted for Amazing for the Hugo because they're trying at least, but by Just coasting
Analog remains the best. But even tho they're poorer magazines, I think I get more
enjoyment out of Fantastic and.Science-Fantasy because of the presence of fantasy and
absence of psi. I think next time around I'll vote for Fantastic. I have a dozen or
so recent New Worlds -- I think I'll have to make time to read a few soon and see how
they are. Mebbe it will be worth while switching from ASF to NW for the mag that I
read each month no matter how little else I do read.
As for the popularity of SF at colleges, I really can't say. At St. John's all
the science departments are small (except for Pharmacy, which really isn't a science)
and the physics dept is smallest of all (graduating about 5 BS's & 1 MS per year -nobody has yet gotten as far as a PhD). Perhaps half the physics majors read SF, but
not too regularly and some read only books. And there are no engineering departments
in the school, either. So I guess we can't be considered, typical.
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These 10 pages have been written and. published, by Edmund. B Meskys, 723A 45 St.,
Brooklyn 20 N.Y. for the 4th mailing of the International Publishers' Speculative
Organization, to be distributed, on 13 January , 1962. Copies will also be distrib
uted on Jan. 15 as a part of my SAPSzine, A. Merritt's Fantasy Magazine, and the pho
tosheet will be included as part of my N'APAzine for the 15 March 62 mailing, presu
mably Pesky's 11. -^WERTYUIOFress- vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv v A - A v A ~ A v A v A v

Last time the "topic of the quarter" was time travel. Like many of those who
had anything to say on the subject, I would rather NOT make a 1 way trip into the
past frith no "gadgets". First of all I am most definitely not the adventurous type
who would want to go looking for a more romantic era in the quest for excitement or
a less developed or sophisticated era where one could hope to climb to "the top of
the heap'.'. (Again, I am not the "leader" type.) Then there is the matter of pure
survival. Unless I could get my glasses replaced I'd be lost. (Without them I focus
2 l/2 inches away -- 1 inch beyond by nose. Also, from a detatched retina some 10
years ago I have no sight at all in the left eye.) And I can't imagine a less ath
letic person than myself and am in no way fit for any rigors of a more primative era.
Finally, there is the matter of languages. I can only speak English and broken Lith
uanian, am extreemly untalented when it comes to trying to learn the A7rS7-hfc things,
and am sure I would never have the patience to learn one even if I were given the op
portunity to do so before leaving.
On the other hand Brucifer's idea of "5 years in Marmalade" --■ travel to a fan
tasy world -- does have greater possibilities. Presumably one would automatically
acquire enough of the language and customs of the place to be able to get by, and
hopefully be physically transformed too sufficiently for survival. Well, even then
I don't think I'd want to go to a primative era like that of The Incomplete Enchan
ter , Broken Sword., or Lord of the Bings -- I'm Just too fondly attatched to the cumforts of home. But I would like to leave this world for one without the threat of
atomic (or even "conventional") war, infringement and lessening of freedom, and the
grifters and criminals preying on the wqak.. In short, I want an old fashioned utopia
of the technological (as opposed to rural.) kind, and of course this-does fall into
the class of pure fantasy. Now the Bobert Krepps story from which Bruce Pelz took
the title for the topic spoke only of a vacation in such a world, and not permanent
residence therein. I think I would find a vacation in almost any fantasy world inter
esting to some extent, but a lot would depend on the point in"history" one would ar
rive at, and space too. It would not do to arrive in Middle Earth outside the gates
of^Minas^Tirith at the height of the seige by the forces of Mordor,’would it?.
I think a logical extention for one of the topics for the 5th mailing would be a
general discussion of imagionary-world type fantasy, such as LOTB, Broken Sword., the
Peake books, which has recently attained such wide popularity in fandom. Or if it is
too late for the 5th mailing, why not make it one of the 2 topics for the 6th. (And
I do.like the idea of having 2 topics to choose from -- long may it continued)
Just thot I'd mention that while I was disappointed somewhat in Broken Sword. &
Silverlock after the.big build-up they'd, gotten, LOTB lived up to everything I'd hoped
for. I Joined the "Fellowship of the Bing" by accident [and dammit Brucifer, my name
is Edmund and NOT Edward as you put on the membership cardl] but now I am an enthus
iastic supporter. Perhaps I'll be able to do an article for I Palantir this Summer.
(I don't care for the Conan stories, but Amra is one of my favorite fanzines. So I
went to the FotB meeting at the Pittcon 'cause I heard, there was to be a fmz and I
wanted to sub to it. I found the meeting itself interesting so I stayed still without
intention of Joining. But somehow I wound up a member--I'm still not sure how.) I
also tried to get other fmz on the subject, and the books themselves. JBStark was out
•of stock when I ordered, but I finally got them locally. After finishing them I dug
out I Palantir, Nazgul's Bane, the appropriate SAPSzines, and everything else I could
find oh the subject and re-read them. They then made a heck of a lot more sence, and
were much more interesting than the first time around. PLEASE MEZB, can I have a copy
of that FAPAzine which was about LOTB? And put me on the list for your Tolkien genzine

Iho following are the LOO "a received on my last generally circulated
AIAzine, Peaky^s^c Since that zine went thru N:APA. this will too?
however
will be very skimpy and will not havo enough of
general interest to be distributed to my trade/lotterhaok list,There
fore it will also be included as part of my SAPSzine which will be
;’ibuted outside the club. (As usual; any N’APer who wants a copy
oi the SAPSzine can have it for the asking? But Pesky’s 10 will have
very little more than this lettered so it will only be^en't to the
represented letterhacks f probably one month late and in the same envalope as the SAPSzine 1 and one or two other people? Tho I will do
an extra half dozen or so copies just in case some idiot asks 'for
one0ot) But enuf of my foolishness — on to the letters
Stephen F. Schultheis
511 Drexel Drive
Santa Barbara,, Calif?

Dear Ed,

22 oct 61

Thanks a lot for PESKY’S # 9. The
professional chitter-chattor therein did
much to restore my Sene® of Wonder; The fact that lsm currently read
ing the April 1938 THRILLING WONDER STORIES has also helped? The on
ly thing those two sources leave in common is that they take science
seriously e30 wdle then too, some of the language in ^ach is purple.^
Yours tryly,
Steve
vGarrk. And Just which meaning of '’purple" did you have in mind when
deferring to Pc9?a

1 Oct? 12, “61
To Ed Leskys...NEW YORK
Pesky’s 9 came through
today...thank you for giving me a try? A fan
zine is a gentle thing...even though some people commit murder in it
.«.which is all the comment I think of at tho moment. However, I
have a letter from Art Wilson which OUGHT to be pubbed in your nextletter cd. f —read it and see.
Like? Dear Ann, Maybe after all I should just give up and pretend
that I never was" a fakefan, since as everyone can easily see I no
longer have time even for casual correspondence. After only one
issue of SCATALOG, I am no longer a member of GITA for l&ok of ac
tivity. Someday thre will be another SCAT, but I dodt know when.
I simply scend all my time in Laos except for an odd one, two, or
SCAT #1, & wanted to print
them in SCAT //2, but seems like too long ago now to have any bear
ing on the subjecto..what do you think?
Ah well, I keep telling myself that this Laos interlude cannot
last forever, it meanly seems that way...like forever.
No doubt, some day, I shall have all the time I want to publish
fanzines, comment on fanzines received and correspond at groat
length with all my friends. By then of course I’ll be 65 and have
nothing to write about. It’s a great life.
Iflm truly sorry it’s-taken me so long to write, and the same sad
state of affairs applies to all my pen pals. All best regards to you.
Art Wilson
c/o C.A.T.
Kattak Airport
Kowloon], Hongkong.
(Ed, why9n8t you get up a group letter for Art? You can see he is
lonesome out there. Best...Ann)

Ann Chamberlain
2440 W Pico Pl?
Los Angeles 6 Cal

Dear Ed,

X(,m using the Bob Lichtmao Method of replying to PESKY'S
since there*® a fair amount I want to say about the zine, and I’d
prefer the context be preserved completely, or chopped completely®

In thish, Ed, you make a number of statements ab?ut me, and situ
ations I’ve been involved with, and you pass a number of value jud
gements concerning me and my aetions*
The curious thing is that many
of your criticisms of me (”»«®isn ’ t he always going off in all dir
ections half cocked and attacking anyone who gets in his way?”) are
directly applicable to yourself*
You seem to grab a bit of informs
tion, and without really comprehending it, you make a moral judge
ment on it, and start swinging...
Okay, if this is the way you dig
It, fine* But don’t, please, criticise others on the same grounds*
It doesn’t work*
Let’s take up these criticisms (or at least, to
start with, s the one® relating to ne, since I’m most familiar with
the circumstances there) one at a time*
First, you 8re grotched
about the offset on the pages I ran for you® You immediately jump
to the conclusion that th® offset occurred because I ran my machine
too fast, and, further, I was Just doing this to show off,
Oh foop
The offset occurred, Ed, because of the way you typed your stencils®
using an unusual typeface with a heavy line., The speed which I oa
.tht iMlMM
I*® &U&&V The faster the machine runs^
the less ink is actually transferred to the paper® Had X run it mor®
slowly, there would have been sore offsets Further, tho speed dried
the ink faster.
I could have underinked, as Prieto does, and you’d
have had less offsets But your letters would have had uninked spots,
just as they do when Prieto runs that kind of stencils®
To blame
me for the reproduction of
stencils printed an your P. ft per is
pretty silly*
As to whether I’d do the same on "mundane jobs”, it
would depend on whether the situations were the same® However^ you’re
rights I might take more trouble--after all, the same job would have
paid me better than twice as much if "mundane”,
I run my own fanstuff.
Wanshel’s, Earner’s, Gerbe^, or anyone else8® in exactly the same
fashion, Edo Any variety in the quality of results is usually due to
external circumstance®® Had you brought ne other stencils, I would
not have “pulled something similar*"
But that’s ail very minor com
pared with the paragraph or two you devoted to me in the FANFARONADE
review®
Eds I11® afraid you entirely missed the point of "I Had One
Bitch But The Image Over There®” Inasmuch as you didn’t dig Jeffss
editorials, I am not surprised, though® The article, I fear, went
over your head* It was
Ed® Ghitter-chatterish humor, and
mostly poking fun at myself® I waan’t "bitching" about- my Image®* o'i
was joking about it® Your reaction was far afield (left field)®

But inasmuch as you s&^zed the opportunity to expose my iniquities,
suppose I show you where yo^ went "off in ail directions, half-cocked

White-2

Well, now* Earl Kemp and I ar® on good terror* so I shaft"t bring up
old arguments* but any "hitcher job" I "did on Earl Kenlp in re the
worldcon site voting in Detention before (I) knew all the facts" is
news to me® X full well knew the facte# which were that Earl, for
motives not germaine® placed a bid for the next year’s con# even though
out of order and out of rotation, purely for the political purpose
of switching that bid later to a bid for support of Pittsburgh© This
was compounded by the fact that he'd been supporting DX.5 up till
then, and in his change of support he stated that he was certain DA
couldn’t put on a con®
This is what happened# Ed# and this is what
I reported* I still maintain it was uncalled for* and it appeared
pretty dirty politics (although in line with the Pittsburgh campaign)-,
What vou don’t know* Ed* is that after my ’’biteher Bob* (a small sees
tion of my Detention report in VOID 20)* Earl wrote me* in a DNP letter^ and apologised® His motives had been pure® his information had
been incorrect# and his desire had not been to create the effect h®
did create*
Now then* to my ’’sudden and unprovoked attack upon
Chxiss (sis) Moskowit? in FAPA©" This again was a minor item of
less than half a page at the tailend of an article which had nothing
to do with the Moskowitx family® In reporting on the various types
and individuals who attended Hydra Club meetings* I arrived a& Mrs*
Ho and reported my first meeting with her—at’-which she immediately
began attacking a close friend® X reported the conversation nearly
verbatim* If this be “unprovoked attack*" make the toesit of it* But
first I suggest you read the article in question ("Hydra County*" in
LIGHTHOUSE #2) before leaping to any conclusions of your ©wRo It
might be well to remember that in the just-previous FA PA mailing^
Chris had mad® ona of her typically know-nothing attacks upon FAPA
in general®
Her attitude towards fans and fandom has* from the be«ginning* been one of patronising snobbery (collecting little elephants
is so much more creative)# and I have always found it irritating® X
find her attitude of censure and narrow-minded attacks equally boorish#
and th© soup de grace for ae was her article on Peyote a couple of
years ago* in which she made mor© medical errors than would be humanly
believable# all ©ver the by-line of an M»D©
My toleralnce for such
people is remarkably limited, I admit*
(I should suppose it reached
ths breaking point* when, at the Season* Chris publicly stated that
Sylvi«-»»who had just said something about the contrast [between our
fandom and others—didn * t know what she was talking about# and had
never had experience to speak from® I mean* Sylvia did| know what
she was talking about* in direct opposition to Christos# who always
seems to shoot her mouth off without having the vaguest idea of her
subject or audience© ) Oh well# I’m touchy on that subject©
Oh yesg
Chris has indeed said I wrote lies about her® But this merely indieates her own natur®--the conversation she denies was overheard by
others, and the others points she has tried to s^ke against me were
easily refuted* (See Walter Breen’s Season report# for examples re
latively unbiased© ) I am very much bugged when someone?s way of ansteering a charge is to brand it lies* when many know this not to be
true—to shout "liar" is the way out of the shallow mind®
Sam’s re
ply in FAPA? Clever* yeas To the point* no, Unless you think that
citing Chris* softball scores# or charging that my wife' supports me
is somehow a rebuttal© Believe me* Ed* I was not "ripped, to little

r© -

shreds,”' by Samf, and I doubtvthat any further proof of Chris® msscul~
inity (Sam’s idea»‘»not mine) will be more successful a
f»ood griefs.

Now on your final item~»*When asked why he started this, he is reported
to have belligerently (sic) answeted««>iI have a right to say anything
I want to, don't. 17 Why shouldn’t I have written that?"”--! 3m afraid
I’ll have to sail ’’foul!1”
You’re not reporting this of your own
knowledge, Ed< You’re taking somebody’s word for It, and lord knows
how many times this "report" was handed from one to another* I don’t
recall ever making such a statement, although I may well have sad®
one like it, I don’t recall any bdligerance, howeverB and X was prob
ably a shade mor® outspoken*
My belief Is this* Anyone has pretty
much a right to say anything he chooses, and within thia context he
will have to put up with any reactions he gets* 1 wouldn't stop you
from saying whst you, feel like saying— but if it irritate® me I’ll
damn well write you back* Fair? I have ne objection to San’s right
(or better Chris’) to answer me back in any terms he desire#? By ta
I don’t intend to restrain myself overmuch in making known my opinion
of th© quality of Sam’s answer*
X reported what Chris said to me*
I maintain I have that right* If she want# to call me a Hars sh«s
has that right. And, if I sit back and laugh at her for such a point
less trick, wallg that’s my perogative, X don’t believe in censoring
areas of the fan press unless it goes afoul of the law. And I ear©
a whole lot lass for word-of-mouth rumor^mongering than I do for the
sort of person who comes right out in print with his ©pinions and
signs his name to them. Then, if I disagree, I know who to disagree
with*
fights
fandom, has always been with the devious, the
stupid^ and the narrow-minded* I have rarely hesitated to speak my
mind* Whenever X have honestly believed myself to ba wrong, I have
apologired“«»as X did to Sam® for incorrectly reporting his business
relationship with Dick Ellington (LIGHTHOUSE ^3)e
X don“t 11®
save oo«■ My contempt for those who de is rather strong, and it
lies behind mu«h of my attitude towards Christine Moskowits*
SoG.» Don’t stop putting down your opinions, Ed$ I consider them the
most interesting parts of your sine* But try to lay your groundwork a
bit mors firmly, make sure you know what you"re talking about, anaK~
above all keep flexible., Don’t become so rigidly entrenched in/one
position
that it becomes impossible to back down when vou_wisMyg?f
®ou.id
o
yfSA
And keep sending PESKY’Scoo
’
White

pTaking things in the same order0.0
At the time those pages were run off for me I was rather distressed
at seeing the sheets colliding in the air, getting all jumbled up,
and falling, to the floor. Then when I got home and found that about
i of the copies had offset I concluded that this was because the pa-~
ges were corning together almost as soon as they left the machineg ano
that if the machine had been run slower the ink would have had more
time to dry— particularly since the paper would then have fallen into

Reply to White ++*

the tray before touching, ((Oh., dammit: I that I'd taken the school’s pica typer
so as to have some semblance of continuity of typeface. but this |is elitepSorryo))
When I wrote that I did not think of the tact that less ink is deposited when the
machine is run faster.-. And why didn t you make any remarks at the time about the
stencils not being properly cut? (A^d the typeface was in no way unusual except
that it had a rather rudimentary form of proportional spacing,. Ylou must be think
ing of the large thick ’’Directory** typeface that I used one the ope-pages, "Mart
ian Barnacles'* s which I included as a rider with some copies of Pesky’ sn That WAS
underinked,) but because Frank Prieto was having trouble v?ith the inking mechanism
and not intentionally,, Some of the last copies of the run were almost unreadable )
And speaking of cutting stencils -= I believe you advised me a long time ago to
use both film and the celluloid backing sheets but to leave out the wax paper "car
bon cushion” so as to get a sharper copy. So I did this when I cut Polhode 3$ and
hoo boy*, did me publisher bawl me out J, Dan Blackburn said he had to run the mimes
(an ABDick 2/4.O) at the lowert possible speed and said he had very much difficulty
even theno But the fina} result was excellent — except for one illo with very
much shading you’d think it was done on a rotary silk screen duplicator such as a
Gestetner or Rex Rotary, Anyhow, the next time I cut stencils (for my first IFSO
contribution) I had everything else as before but included the carbon cushion. He
was happy then and the results were good My next three mimso'd zines were done
the same way — Tightbeam #8$ my second IPSOzine and the SAPSzine you ran offQ
The first 2 came out ok"^tho the pages run on white paper "cause Frank Prieto didn't
have any of my colored stuff had the dirty and spotted look usually associated with
white paper) but as I said | of the copies run off by you had offset. Apparently I
will have to use the carbon cushion in zines I intend to have Frank run off£ but
leave it out for ones done close to an APA deadline which I will have you run off ,
As for your prices, I always knew they were considerably under the going commer
cial rate but at the time that was written I did not know you had different fan and
commercial rates, I did find out8 the (from Mike McInerney) before I got your "let
ter”^ And when Prieto runns something off for me, since he does it as a favor and
free I certainly can’t complain if something gees wrong — but when I pay for its I
certainly felt I had the right t© (tho I do now see that it might not have been
your faulto

Ana now on w the matter of the review of r anf aronada,. „ 0 o
Tho I didn“t care for th® editorial I did road all of it9 so if for
no other reason I did know your article waa supposed to bo humorous?
(Actually8 I found it somewhat more so than tho article you sent to
i'ypheHo L’ho 1 have oninyod much of what you have writton T°m afraid
I"found that item a horrid bore-, Perhaps this is why I look upon the
raves for Willis and Hyphen with puzzlement0 I find most features of
the latter and writings of the former moderately enjoyablea but cer
tainly nothing to go into ecstasy over., I found about half the items
in The Willis Papers and much of The Harp stateside to be quite above
average and^The Spanish Main” in a recent” Void to be truly superbo
Since most of his (to me) better stuff was written long ago I had come
to the conclusion that his present reputation was a holdover from the
part and that the praise was some sort of cross between a cliche and
conditioned reflex□ But now that your item, which left me much cold
er than anything Willis ever wrote9 and should not be spbjeot to such
a conditioned reflex8 has received such praise in th© fmz reviews of
”=” I must conclude that the item in question and much of the modern
Willis is something which I am almost unique in not dlg^lngo Perhaps
the humor does go over my head for I find littleP if anything. humor
ous in such ahltter=chatter0 But I wander from the pointOOO3) But
whether the article in Fanfaronade is or la not intended as humors

Rep;?.y to White (conto) <•**
It makes certain statements which have a basis tn facto Perhaps ^blUh
ing about being tailed bitching old Ted White- (I use quasiquotes be
cause I don’t have the origional with me) is not the right phrase to use
but it Just sounded too good to pass up$ To a certain extent you do
have that reputation, you expressed (admittedly in a humerous manner)
displeasure about this "image*', and I commented that it is not surpris
ing that you have it3
As for the specifics of the Kemp cases The first 1 heard of it was in
Earl Kemp’s SaF^ri Offshoot (dated April, 1950) which I had read almost
two years ag© and had not re-read untiil now, On pages 18 and 19 he
gave his story of how he wanted to support Washington but they would
not answer any of his letters untill he was finally forced to conclude
that most of the DC crowd really wasn’t interested in the cono (In
fact, a number still seem to be disinterested if one is to believe the
report (In Fanac — or was it Axe?} several months ago that the resol
ution to bid in 863 was carried by only one vote at a WSFA meeting^)
Several, months later I started to get Void and read your conreport and
suppiimentary "boot” in what was essentially a back issuer I assumed
then and still believe it was published and distributed before Safari
Off shoot0 Thus I remembered anged on the part of Earl and assumed Twi th
out checking back) that it was directed at you0c0however a check reveal that the. anger for "short-sighted and know-nothing remarks was directed
at Bruce Pelz0 In fact he nowhere mentions you directly (tho I believe
some of the indirect references were at you) and he seems to be (ersto
have been — after all, this was written almost Z years ago) rather a=
pclogetic towards Washington, with a tome of "I wanted to help youc but
what else could I do when I got no co-operation?" This still seems to
be rather at variance with your Void item and 1 am wondering when the
two articles were written and when they were distributed,
But ail this, including the remarks anent Pittsburgh and their then
upcoming con program^which struck me as rather sour-grapesish), is an
cient history and 1 don’t think these is much more point in discussing
I am not saying that I will cut out all future references too It
— in fact I promice to print any reasonable letter you might care to
add to the discussion in rebuttal to my reply—but I wonder .just how
interesting the readers will find thiso

Finally the Moskowitz matter?
I only have almost complete copies of the Feb and May S61 FAPA mail
ings — I didn’t get around to ordering an Aug bundle from MEZB until!
it is too late and I won’t be getting a November one from Burbee for
another 2 months (and then only if someone above me on the WL doesn’t
take the last copy)?. Thus the only zine in this controversy that X'pcsess is Lighthouse Zc (The article is rather strong as a whole and, as
you said9 only a smal1 part is devoted to the Moskowitz’s Th® strongest
comments seem to be directed towards Judy Merrillo The way I under
stand it, Chris denies making any such statements to you tho she admits
the possibility of your overhearing some such remarks made by her to
some other person, Now since you say that she walked up to you and
told yop this, there is a direct contradiction in the two statements.
For obvious reasons I will not speculate as to which one might be the
t . er, correct statement,) Now I had SaM's reply read to me In part .
and what I hea^ 1 thot very funny and demolishing at the time, I
have never seen a copy an& it is a long time since I heard the excerots
so I do not feel capable of commenting on your remarks., (Actually oh
r number of occasions Sai; had promiced to give me copies of Different
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but he never did* Thus I have never seen a sample of his publication
and for thst reason I did not bother giving him a copy of Pesky Ss 9
which started all this fuse and don’t expect to be giving him a "copy
of this publications)
Finally, I admit I heal’d the bit about the "belligerent attitude"
2nd hand,and I haven't seen Lighthouse 3 because I don’t have that,
mailing but I will take your worfi on the statements
Whew’ Nov/ to get back to the other letters!a

Oct* 89 1961
Thanks for PESKY’S 9—a million thanks*
Foosh* Must have been feeling Important the
day I wrote that letter!
I used to get more purple on me, and the surrounding landscapet than
where it should be while dittoIng--and never did improve*
Like your stapling gimmick tremendously*
Thanks,
Dirce*
Mrs* Arthur G Archer
1453 Famsdale Street
Pittsburgh 17, Penna

Ruth Berman
5620 Edgewater Blvd
Minneapolis 17 Minn

Dear Ed,

Harriett Kolchak
2104 Brandywine St
Philladelphia 30 Pa

Dear Ed;

September 259 1961

V/hew! The variety of colors and type
faces in PESKY’S 9 ie amusing, but a little hard
on the legibility* Back .in the dear old days when I had access to a
dittog I found that black masters gave much handsomereb reproductions
and were as easy to use as purple*
Sincerely,
Ruth Berman
^Th® grey masters I now have are useless because they are too sensit®
ive and give fuzzy results* However, I have gotten quite good results
with them in the past*A

Octo 26 / 61

Was reading Pesky’s 9 again and wonder®
ing Why*
The copy I have was almost unreadable in most of its print* The only
legible pages being in green ink* I do not particularly like the lar
ger type’ either* It tends to make for scanning instead of reading and
blurrs way beyond call*
The added page was comical but not the type of stuff most fans go
for* If it is eliminated I don't think it will be missed* VHarrleLt
is referring to The Martian Barnacles* a punful 1-sheeter included
with some copies*A I do hope to see more interesting material on the
cons in the mext issue and perhaps a story and page of gossip*
Your friend,
Harriett*
I also heard from Mike Kurman (231 SW 51 Ct, Miami 44, Fla) who thot
the Barnacles was dull but found Pesky as Interesting, , Vis Ryan (Box 92,
2305 Sheridan, Evanston, Ill), AND George G Willick (856 East Street,
Madison, Indiana) who DNQ,,Js his whole letter* He started off with
" *..You’ve about half way-pissed me off* “Gripers like George Willick9
ocothanks a lot." and went on from there*- He DNQ’d it because he wants
to conduct his arguments by letter, and it quite anxious to, but doesn't
want them printed* Since I don’t have the time foi’ a lengthy corres
pondence 1 just dropped hlm & Dh°rt note exPlaining that * was referring

Mo Mast at Dus and th® Season about
th® Mabas? of it®». mMn&ted lo each eat
egory before he found out about the wry ^110. reasons for doing this. If® thot I
was •somehow referring to th® fannish Kuge’s ha wb pushing than, and. let loose 'idth
a large number of full blasts in ®w directions on that topic. H® invited us to
§uot® Ms at length in ay private correspondence in
to "liven Lit J up.” Well,
i ha^sb’t simply because I do very little corresponding and. I have no interest in
feuding on that topic*
Ac
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I received 3 uore notes which cam® too late for us® in th® NWA incarnation
0i this lettercol but {sicca this is th® version which is to be generally distribu
ted.) are now presented. The first was from »■=
G®org® Wells
UW U*E.
Dear ^d,
Cornell U,
Life® to thank you, belatedly, for Pesky's, which I enjoyIthica, KT
ad reading. If you, or any other fen, are wr up this way drop
in. I'v® bean writing people today asking if they’d like to correspond by postcard, and you we certainly included. With a typer ©a® cm say Quit®
a lot on than, My coursas ar® English, Western Girl 11 cation, Calculus, CMmss
Language. I like Chinese and English best* No fan her® but ®any readers. When are
any cons in the NX area and where is th® next Worldcon? I’d like to gp if I could
maka the®. Dope to hear frea you soon.
I©^ friend
Georgs Wells
We’ll be having th® HSFAcoa on the 2nd Sunday of March at the dowafcown Newark IMSWCA
and th® Limcon at Adelphi Hall (5th Avs, near 13th St, NT) on the Sunday aft®? fas
ter. As you must have heard by now, the Worldcon will be in CMcago.A
Harry Warner, Jr.
423 Sural t Av@
Hagerstown, Maryland

Dear Sd?

D®c«aber 25, 1961*

I can’t raasmber how fully I thanked yen at ths Phil •
con for that fat envelope full of fanzine®. This letter way
serve @a a sort of supplement to coaplet® as much of that duty as say have remained
unfulfilled during the Phi Icon, which sticks out i» my may as th© 36 hour® ia' which
I nevergot to talk to anyone nearly as much as I wanted.
On® thing that I ramember noting in on® of these ay^ay publications was your
Mention of Stark and th® Tolkien books. I think you would do better to deal with Kha
Slater for anything published in England. As far as I gather, Stork ©isply U&® from
dealers ov»r thar® at retail prices, then adds on a profit for himself, and ths custa»M must pay the full cover price plus pgstage plus Stark's profit. Slater i® a
regular dealer who gata dealer''® price® and wakes bls profit that way. Ha ia adver
tising ri .gist now the boxed thr®s°volume set of Lord ©f the Rings for three gidasas*
I can never roata? th® exact difference between th® pound and th® guinea, but I
think it’s only 10 par cent higher or thereabouts, and the pound is currently less
than three American bucks*
I get ths depression that Carl Pr®d«rick is a koex, watill you mention thet he
attended sow® fan meeting somewhere. Th® frequent brief mentions of Ma souad exact
ly like th® innocent way in which hoax fans
usually Introduced to th® trusting
public, anyway.
I*y® been wondering about th® ©thio® and legal consequence® involved if
cs» published from tapes a prompt and fairly comprehensive transcript of th® things
said during th® convention prograae. Most of th® major talk© are given to thic or
that fan for publication by the speaker. I suspect that they ar® in the public doc?
ain if any person in the audience was atoitted Without payc»nt of dues or a ti'shrM
if th® audience was strictly restricted, to those aligabl® to get in, it's possible
that the talks would fall into th® sura privileged category as a meeting of ths
President’® cabinet, for instance, ethically, I don’t think it’s fair for a fan t©
grab a talk and. then sit on it six months or so before publishing it*
Th® Institute for Space Studies sounds like a fine place to work. Just th®
na®© and th® thought that a fan hag a job there is enough to show that th® futura

/// RSA1XX Bag coms bru®.
l^Sogg <H.„
to
r ’Bmry.
7pa afraid that I rasher monopolised your tlma at the con, chatting away about var
ious trivialities for quite a while.
I picked up the 1st 2 volumes of LotR locally at a g&ci prlc®. Erad Say gives
a 10^ discount oa everything you buy if you go over $10 and, Wen he has some sort
of sale on, higher cuts above higher minimus amounts. It turned, out that I m just
under one of these lines, aad buying the books brought me ow It causing me to pay
only about $6 for the 2 volumes over what X would have spent anyway. I got the 3rd
from Dick Whither at full price, and. will get oa Slaters mailing list to bo able to
take atvastag® of future bargalas.
Ifo, unfortunately Carl Frederick is all to© rsalo Ha's a member of WA, was
at the Pittcon and i960 Phlliyconf, and met Andy Main, Walter Breea and Ted White at
Metropolitan Mimso about a week back, Therefore ^4 his exLetampe is well document
ed/ But maybe if we can convince him that he is a hoax....6

Gary Delndorfer
11 De Sou Drive
Morrisville, Pa

Bd:

Thank® muchly for gwdyjg #9; entertaining, especially th®
super-review of the Wanshel Tansines. I have but one snail grips,
though, but ©®e ©oil on the vision ?©r however ths hell the sayigg goes), and that is, please, no wr« use of that giant typefade; it is the most
illegible face I’ve ever seen. By the way, Mehtma's page was interesting ?-an amaslng thing, considering ths parochial quality of the subject matter). #It was
^ic® vesting you at the Phllcon; too bad, the, that we didn't get to takk a bit more.
By the way, X was surprised out of my wood®® shoes to hear that you had aasumed your
Phllcon panel chores on such incredibly short notice. I naturally assumed at the
time that you had given long and careful preparation to your quest!one. #1 note
that you .are a fellow Cult-lister. Steal, and all
Cary Deindorfer.
TWhen I visited KASA ^or HASFA, as Carl calls it) a few weeks ago, I was heart-brok
en to find that the Directory typer was no longer there, so no mar® of my fms will
us® it unless I go and buy one of ray own. It did. look cruddy when 'dittoed or aim
eod, but when it was used to type origlonal copy er multilith casters it was Just
beautiful -- or ®o X thot, anyhow, ©m, now.,.a typer like that would cost about
$800 to $1000, and if I could saw $20 a weak.,.and a multilith wbuld c©sto...h

mmxzzxnzzrzzzEnzHXEzzEzzzmzmzzn
The photopages gave ms bo much trouble and caw out so poorly that they Just
aren't worth it. first of all, a friend was going to offset them। for me at work
where he had access to a machine. I figured, it would only take a few minutes to
trim and paste up the plc® X took, and started in
it wound up taking quite a few
hour®. Then, Just as I finished said friend went and got Mma®lf1 fired I ^He hated
his Job as a® actuary and did Intend to quit 1® another 2 week®, and. he was only
staying on in order to have access to the Davidson press for a project of hia own J
I didn’t want all that work to go to waste, so I took it down to a larger commer
cial printery in my neighborhood
the
thieves wanted $35 § (About $12 for the
plate and printing^ $26 for the screening.) Wells after I told him where he can go I
took my Sheets down to Gastetmro Some character told me that screening is necces®
saryj, and that they do it in their Yonkers office o They will also reduce the copy
for mCo However he wouldn’t accept my paste-up because it had too many layers to be
wrapablo around the Gestafax drum. I asked if it was held flat when it was reduced
and screened, he said yess but still wouldn’t accept it because it wculdn’t bend a~
round the drum0 Are all Gestetner employees that dense?
Anyhow# I took it home and just about abandoned the project. But I decided to
give Rex Rotary a try and phoned theou They said their screening is don® for them
Metrotone one block away, and if he remembered correctly it cost C^pago. Well^
this WAS $1 more than Geststner charged but at least I was getting somewhere*

ever when I went down I found that, while they didn’t charge extra for reduction,
screening cost $'5o50/page<> Again a hated to see all th® work I had pu^< in go to
waste and I didn’t have the time to shop around so I had them do it, When I picked
them up th© next day I decided to take them back t© Gesteteer because it was 50$ a
stencil cheaper there and because it was to be run on Ted White’s Gestetner® (Once
I’d had a stencil for a Bex Rotary machine Gestafaxed, and the stencil became wrinkled while being run because th© holes didn’t quit© match th® Rex Rotary pins, and I
was afraid that the reverse would happen®) The same character as before was there,
but nobody else was this time® He said they were all out sick, and that he didn’t
usually run the machines, He was doing some rash job and ruining many blank stencils
trying, to some extent because the machines were somewhat out of adjustment® He show
ed me how to run a machine and invited ms to try for myself® Sis titencHs and four
hours latex- we both gave up, and I left with some of the supposedly no good stencils0
I showed them to Ted Whit®, he decided to try them cut, and on© wasn’t bad® The re
sults are the pictures of the Party & Ella’s sailing® Next day I went down to Bex
Rotary and (at Ted’s suggestion, since he had an adapter for his machine) had a h
hole standard US type stencil made. I got very good service there, and they made a
number of trial runs on two scrap stencils (cutting a inch or so at different set
tings) and running & few copies off before they cut the filial stencil® Unfortunate
ly the machine got out of adjustment half way thru and started to skip every 5Cth
line or so®- -But when I discovered this on running off the stencil, I just wasn’t
going to bother going back and let Ted run it as whs® Ya know, I somehow doubt, that
I’ll be running many more photopages,
4> 4 4. 4
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Well, for the first time in several quarters I had th® time to read an entire
SAPS mailing® Its 'smaller size helped somewhat, as did my skipping some of the cruddier genzines® I was going to do MSs for'a change, but X feel tired .and want to send
cut the bundle today® I already have ths first 30 pages run and collated, and Ghu
but that’s a thick pile® Hope I’ll have no trouble sending them Educational Natter
rate, or I811 go broke!
Some of you asked for inside dope on what’s doing in th® space race — I’m afraid
my job would have been a meager Bourse of information simply because it was an instit
ute for space science and not spsse travel® That is, none of the people there had
any connection with th® race for space ^atsoever® All they did was try to learn about space itself, and the Earth, from the data sent back by the various probes But
I did discover Missiles and Bocke^ while there, and subscribed. This weekly had
much interesting inf^m^^n^aSSTnews which never gets into the papers® Ferinstance
on pg 21 of the 'Jan 8 issue they ar® talking about research being dons on generating
radiation with a wavelength between ®oool and od millimeters for communications use.
The item closes with K Thermal effects of a coherent nn-IR beam might also be used as
a destructive beam for antimissile defeased Ghu! The heat ray!
Or project Gemini. launching 2«man expanded
capsules about 2 years from
new and using them to try to rondevous with an Agena Bo This is to thet the feasi
bility of rondevous for possible later use in lunar exploration. Or the 15 man space
station which might be launched ccmplst® in 1975® Or project Orion where several
hundred small atonic tombs might be used to launch a super-large ship into space®
(Can you imagine the fallout from THAT?)
At the American Rocket Society meetings here in NY a few months ago one company
put out a daily newspaper, like SFTimes did at the Pittccn,. and I grabbed 50 copies
to include with my SAfSzine® But the thing is double-let ter size, and printed on hx
Xettersize paper, so I would have had to do some intricate folding® I still might
do it for some future mailing, bat will probably just throw them out. (I.only took
50 copies of one issue, and of a one-shot of similar distentions publicizing their
plans for large solid rockets,)
Between I0i and the ARS meetings I have seen a lot of slobbering over the money
the government will be spending and how, hooboy!, the companies will be getting a
big cut of it. If I have th® time I might do an article on this for a future APAsine of mine. But it certainly strikes me as disgusting and makes me wonder just how
much the companies are trying to do a good job and how much they are trying to sell

their own proposals regardless of intrinsic wortho Some of tho pet company projects
pushed at the ARS exhibits struck me as pretty far-fetchedo
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RICHAR J BERGERON «» you had an article in the last Warheon in which you spoke of
the decline of SAPSe On the basis of tho muling in which the article had appoax’ed
I an afraid that I must agree0 Usually one co. Id count on a mraibor of fair to good
zines, amybe 1 or 2 pieces of crud, and several really outstanding zines which made
everything worth while® About a year ago the two really top sines were ^gra There
Be Saps and Ragnar00k, with several others (including your own) close behind 6”" TMs
'mailing had a poor and slim Walting Street which is what HTBS degenerated to, no
Ragnarpqk (don’t have the mailing witK”me7 and I hope Pia spelling it right) and
only your own j^rhoon® This issue surpassed by far your previous ones, and is one
of the best fanzines* I have ever reads, I do hope that the rumor I heard at tho
Phillycon about your folding it after the issue in this mailing is false, for with
out it there would have been very little difference between this,mailing and the
September NWA mailing. (Haven91 yet looked into the December one, so I can’t make
a comparison with that0) As for what can be done about this, I don’t know. Some®
how I doubt that the imitation of FAPAs low activity requiermexits would help much©
Our roinac isn’t THAT large and most of our drop-outs seem to b© because of loss of
interest and not sufficient time for min&c. (After all, if someone talented has
some mundane matter which keeps him busy for a while, and he mist rely on minac,(as
with Terry Carr recently) I am sure that the members won’t mind® , Not? when someon©
like SaM tries to stretch out a membership in an organisation h® cares little for the
member® do have every right to be annoyed, and usually are0
Th® thin^ to do is try to keep the top members interested in the club itself,
and how that can be done I don’t knowo

Hi® Fhillyconference was almost a full-fledged SAPS nesting® I met Lee ^acobs
there for the first time, and saw again Dick Eney, Les Gerber, Andy Mada,^®, er
that’s all I can think of now, but there must have been, others® J got the 57th mail-*
ing with me, but left the 0-0 with the roster home® Oh, Kemp & O’Meara^
But there are still quit® a few members I haven’t met® Looking thru the zines
present, I see Vic Ryan, Wrai Ballard, Cosw®l? Toskey, (Bob Lichttan — I don’t re®
member, wore you at th® Pittcon?), Bob Smith, Karen Anderson, Larry Anderson, Berger
on, Doreen, (damit, I can’t find your first name anywhere in the zine, MISS JacobaS)
& perhaps some of those people who didn’t have zines in the mailing0 Hm, that’s
about 1/3 — I°m not doing so well, am I? Well, mebbe at th® TriQhiGono000
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Tosk, a while back you asked about ray use of weird symbos in A Sapszine© That
wasn’t don© on my typer, but on a “mathematical” one owned by the Physics Department©
It has none of th© standard symbols except ?, /
+ } « , &, and ' 0 In stead it
had all sorts of things like half We greek aJ.phabet, partial derivatives, integrals,
absolute value symbols, etc© And in stead of ordinary numbers, all were of subscr
ipt size and position© Some of the results are visible earlier in this zine when I
couldn’t get at an ordinary typer© I' also have access to 2 ordinary elites (this is
one) and a rather odd pica© (Ferinstance, the «• in the 0 is slanted.) My own old
pica is standard, except that it is missing the +, «• key, and I have recently pur
chased a 19^8 “Mack Model” IBM with a 20 inch carriage« That typbr is missing the
I, t key and *» is replaced by “plus or minus" 0 I bought 15 "typits" at 03 each which
contain one ymbol each — an integral sign, a summation sign, delta, partis!, derivativa, gradient, ®, pi, arrow, superscript 1, 2 and 3, and the v & upsid© down v
shaped accent marks© It cost $6©5O to modify my typer to take these, but I figure
all this was worth it® (Each letter consists of a symbol at the end of a handle,
and the whole thing is dropped into a slot installed just this side of the ribboncarrier. Then you hit any key, it hits the gizmo, and the symbol is typed0 The
current catalog lists almost U00 symbols, and I hear a new on® twide as long is coir^
ing out soon© It can be used quit© rapidly, and it can be installed on almost any

typer &&uept the ”pamake par tattles”»
One trouble with »y naw beast is that tho pressure hasnst yet been properly
adjusted® It. types just a little too hard; wen at tho lowest pressure setting® I
only tried typing me page without the ribbon (page 30) and then wary second letter
(even H) was? punched auto I tried without tho ribbon because the previous fw pages
I had typed on that machine had too thick letters; & I thot this night halp® It
sure helped^
Might as wall mention for the records now (as soma people seen to go in for
this kind of thing) that most of tho dittoed pages were typed using Ditto brand oar«
bow and mastershoetS; but pages 12 and 31«3U had wFordigrsph!* carbons distributed
by Rex Botaryo (They are long run carbons s, supposedly good for U00 copies; and cost
2| 0 less than Ditto® Mimeo stencils varied
pg 13 was ABDicks 22 was Polychrome*?
and the rest Mgsm Thrift Quality (^eed^»Print)9
1-10; 23=30., and the first 60
copies of pp 11=12 were run on Nekoosa 2U# ditto paper3 while the rest of the Dittos
ing and the photopage were run on brandless 70# offset paper® (Different standards
are used here^ and this is equivalent in weight to about 28# mimeo or ditto paper®)
The 8 other pages were run on the standard 8%/resm mime© paper (20#) available at
PaceQ Dittoed pages run on ABDick Asograph using ABDick 11 Spirit Process Fluid”; cour
teay of St® John?s School of Pharmacy®51
With this onto A® Merrit’s Fantasy ^asinO; the Uth pamphlet produced for the ^>@0®
tator Amateur Press Society by on® Edmund R IfeskySe This is rot a magazine for by
definition a raagasinc is a periodical; and I will never use this title for another
publication and ham sever done so before this© Tho Sth in this sexd.es of pfKaphlets
for SAW will b® tltlrf Avon Science Fiction Reader* and will be published smetta®
in the neat 6 month® (in Tess 'than' £&e5g
■
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That’s a wild statement which the naw postal regulations require^ isn't it? I
cm see where the fa-sine publishers will hare a lot of fun until! they get used to
it« Wonder why the FO did away with form 35^7»«e®

If you are neither in SAPS nor on its waiting *
list you are getting this pamphlet for one of *
the following s^wont's
+

Xou wrote a letter of ©ament on Peaky6® % *
which is reprinted herein from
10 ♦
(P’slO is then included in the same envaTope) ♦
❖

You are a subscriber to ^Ihode s and this is *
to let you know that I am wHSng on the noset ♦
issue which ought to be ready Real Soon Nowc ♦
*
You are a reasonably faithful letterhack®
*
❖

Saiqiloo Future genex'-ally circulated APAzines
such as thia are obtainable by either writing
a letter of ccnamzt; :wiewing it; or sendSjsg
a trade gtneo Became these are irregularly
px-oduced, when the whim strikes mo , they are
not available on a cash basisa
Polhode, a
somewhat more serious venture dedicitoH” alTOSt exclusively to articles about SF is pub-»
lished annually for 21^, 3 for 50^ trade» LOG
etCo No mbs for ove? 3 issues accepted.

*
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From?
Edmund R Meskys
723A,
Ste
Brooklyn 20 NY0

